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Word embeddings are a powerful approach for capturing semantic similarity among terms in a
vocabulary. Exponential family embeddings extend the idea of word embeddings to other types of
high-dimensional data. Exponential family embeddings have three ingredients; embeddings as latent
variables, a predefined conditioning set for each observation called the context, and a conditional
likelihood from the exponential family. The embeddings are inferred with a scalable algorithm.
This thesis highlights three advantages of the exponential family embeddings model class: (A) The
approximations used for existing methods such as word2vec can be understood as a biased stochastic
gradients procedure on a specific type of exponential family embedding model — the Bernoulli
embedding. (B) By choosing different likelihoods from the exponential family we can generalize
the task of learning distributed representations to different application domains. For example, we
can learn embeddings of grocery items from shopping data, embeddings of movies from click
data, or embeddings of neurons from recordings of zebrafish brains. On all three applications, we
find exponential family embedding models to be more effective than other types of dimensionality
reduction. They better reconstruct held-out data and find interesting qualitative structure. (C) Finally,
the probabilistic modeling perspective allows us to incorporate structure and domain knowledge in the
embedding space. We develop models for studying how language varies over time, differs between
related groups of data, and how word usage differs between languages. Key to the success of these
methods is that the embeddings share statistical information through hierarchical priors or neural
networks. We demonstrate the benefits of this approach in empirical studies of Senate speeches,
scientific abstracts, and shopping baskets.
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Introduction
Word embeddings have become a popular tool for analyzing language. They ingest a large
amount of text and produce a low dimensional distributed representation for each word.
This is important because text is inherently high dimensional and discrete. In the discrete
representation, all words are orthogonal to each other. In contrast, embeddings allow us to
compute nuanced distances between all words. The name of the game is to design embedding
models such that the distances in the learned embedding space reflect properties of the words
we care about such as semantic or syntactic similarities.
Many variants of word embeddings (Bengio et al., 2003; Mikolov et al., 2013a; Mnih
and Kavukcuoglu, 2013; Pennington, Socher, and Manning, 2014) use the co-occurrence
patterns of the words in text as the main training signal. This is justified by the intuition that
a word’s meaning is defined by the company it keeps (Harris, 1954). Many existing methods
for learning word representations can be seen as log-bilinear models that predict each word
from the context of surrounding words.
The embeddings can then be used as input features for downstream NLP tasks, or as the
last layer in a word prediction task (Collobert et al., 2011; Weston et al., 2012). They can be
used for document retrieval and classification (Taddy, 2015) and as a tool for computational
social science (Hamilton, Leskovec, and Jurafsky, 2016a). If word embeddings are so useful
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for text, are there other application areas that could benefit from these ideas?
This thesis is about exponential family embeddings (ef-embs), a model class that uses
ideas from generalized linear models (glms) (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) and exponential
family distributions (Brown, 1986) to unlock the power of embeddings in applications beyond
language. ef-embs generalize continuous bag of words (cbow) (Mikolov et al., 2013b) in
the same way that exponential family principal component analysis (pca) (Collins, Dasgupta,
and Schapire, 2001) generalizes pca, glms (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) generalize
regression, and deep exponential families (Ranganath et al., 2015) generalize sigmoid belief
networks (Neal, 1990). This thesis highlights three aspects of the ef-emb model class.
Highlight 1: Existing Word Embedding Methods as Special Case. Many existing
word embedding methods maintain probabilities over words, which are expensive to compute,
because they require normalizing over the entire vocabulary (Bengio et al., 2003). For this
reason, different approximation methods have been developed to scale embedding methods
to large vocabulary sizes, including methods using importance sampling (Bengio, Senécal,
et al., 2003; Bengio and Senécal, 2008), tree-based methods like the hierarchical softmax
(Morin and Bengio, 2005; Mnih and Hinton, 2009; Mikolov et al., 2011; Mikolov et al.,
2013a), and methods based on noise contrastive estimation (Gutmann and Hyvärinen, 2010;
Mnih and Teh, 2012; Mikolov et al., 2013a; Mnih and Kavukcuoglu, 2013). One of the most
popular techniques for learning word embeddings at scale is negative sampling (Mikolov
et al., 2013a; Mikolov et al., 2013b). In Chapter 1, we show that it can be understood as a
biased stochastic gradients procedure on a specific type of model from the ef-emb model
class — the Bernoulli embedding.
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Highlight 2: Generalization to Other Application Domains. A second aspect high-
lighted in this thesis is that ef-embs allow us to generalize the task of learning embeddings
to other application domains. All ef-emb models have the embeddings as latent variables,
but depending on the application, different modeling choices can be made. The first choice is
the context, a function that specifies the conditioning set for each observation and the second
choice is a conditional distribution from the exponential family which best fits the data type.
For count data from a shopping application for example, we use Poisson distributions. The
resulting Poisson embedding model allows us to learn embeddings of grocery items based
on shopping data. More examples will follow in Chapter 2. We fit all models in the ef-emb
class using stochastic gradients on the pseudo-likelihood (Arnold, Castillo, Sarabia, et al.,
2001). Exponential families ensure we have to derive the gradients only once and have
properties that simplify the gradients. ef-embs are presented in Chapter 2.
Highlight 3: Latent Structure in the Embedding Space. A third highlight is that
treating the embeddings as latent variables in a probabilistic model allows us to impose
domain knowledge and structure on the embeddings. For example, we study how to fit
embeddings that vary over time or across related groups of data. Rather than fitting a
separate embedding for each time point or group and then trying to compare the results
to study variation in word meaning, we train a single model. We desing the structured
embedding models in a way such that all their embeddings are in one shared space and
such that priors (or neural networks) help manage how information is shared between the
embeddings. Several structured extensions of ef-embs are presented in Chapter 3.
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This thesis is structured around these three highlights. After introducing relevant back-
ground in the next chapter, we first present Bernoulli embeddings (b-embs) in Chapter 1,
as a specific example of a model from the ef-emb model class. The b-emb is a model
of text, and introduces the main ideas of existing word embedding methods while setting
the stage for the more general ef-embs presented in the following chapter (Chapter 2). In
Chapter 3, we study multiple extensions of ef-emb, including dynamic embeddings for
language that changes over time, hierarchical and amortized embeddings for grouped data,
deep embeddings, and a hierarchical embedding model for multilingual texts.
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Background
Probabilistic modeling. Probabilistic modeling is an approach for uncovering patterns
in data. Today, there is an abundance of data out there, and probabilistic modeling lets
us formalize our beliefs of the underlying structure in the data, including our uncertainty
about the structure and the noise inherent in the data. We proceed as follows; we identify a
collection of random variables, both observable and not, and posit how they relate to each
other in terms of their probabilities. Without evidence, our model should reflect that we
are uncertain about many aspects of the model, but as evidence is collected or observed,
we can update our beliefs. This is done using Bayes’ rule, which lets us infer the unknown
quantities of our model from data. With Bayes’ rule we can uncover patterns of interest in
the data and we can use it to make predictions about new data.
Let  be the set of latent variables. Those are the variables we will not be able to
observe and that we wish to make inferences about. The observed variables are X , and our
observations (the data) are X D x. We formalize our prior beliefs about  in form of a prior
distribution p./, and the relationship between the observed variables X and the latents  is
communicated in terms of a likelihood p.X j/. Inferences about  are made using Bayes’
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rule (which follows from the chain rule of probability):
p. jX D x/ / p.X D xj/p./ (1)
There are many probability distributions we can place on the prior and the likelihood
and it is common to use distributions from the exponential family.
Exponential family. The exponential family (Brown, 1986) is a class of probability
distributions that are widely used in applied statistics and machine learning. Prominent
members include the Gaussian distribution, Bernoulli, and Poisson.
All exponential family distributions can be written in a standardized form,
p.X D xI / D h.x/ expf./>T .x/   A./g: (2)
The function h.x/ is called the base measure and T .x/ is a vector of sufficient statistics. The
sufficient statistics summarize all relevant information of a dataset to determine its pdf. In
other words, even if two dataset are different, but they produce the same sufficient statistics,
then they have the same probability under the exponential family distribution with those
sufficient statistics.
Exponential family distributions have been extensively studied for almost hundred years
because of their nice properties. For one, they arise naturally as the solution to constrained
entropy maximization problems. For specific sufficient statistics (those are the constraints in
the aforementioned maximization problem), the exponential family distribution with those
sufficient statistics has maximal entropy. Another useful property is that the log-partition
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function A./ which ensures Equation (2.1) is normalized, is differentiable and convex. In
addition, the derivatives of the log-partition function are the expectations of the sufficient
statistics,
rA./ D EŒT .X/: (3)
Finally, the product of two exponential family distributions is also in the exponential family,
if the resulting product distribution can be normalized. This makes exponential family
distributions useful for Bayesian computation. According to Bayes’ rule (Equation (1)) the
posterior is proportional to the product of the prior and the likelihood term. When both
distributions are from a conjugate pair of exponential family distributions, the posterior
can be deduced by reading off the parameters of the resulting distribution, which saves the
expensive normalization step.
Generalized linear models. Generalized linear models (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989)
are a class of models that use exponential family distributions (Brown, 1986) to generalize
linear regression to non Gaussian data. They are a model of data that has covariates X ,
response Y , and parameters  . The likelihood p.Y jX; / of a GLM is an exponential family
distribution with natural parameter . The natural parameter of the exponential family
distribution is a linear combination of the covariates X and the model parameters  ,  D
>X . The inverse link function maps the natural parameter to the mean response, and so even
though  is a linear function of the dataX , GLMs allow us to capture nonlinear relationships
between covariates and response. One common example is logistic regression, which uses a
Bernoulli likelihood, whose inverse link is the logistic function. Linear regression can be
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recovered by using a Gaussian model. Its link function is the identity, hence linear regression
has a linear relationship between covariates and response.
Given data f.xi ; yi/gNiD1 and a GLM, we can compute the maximum likelihood estimator
of  by maximizing the log-likelihood of the data. Due to the form of the exponential family
(Equation (2.1)) the log-likelihood of a GLM has the form
NX
iD1
logp.Y D yi jX D xi ; / D
NX
iD1
.xiT .yi/   A.// ; (4)
which, by the convexity of log-normalizers is a convex objective which we can maximize
using gradient methods. We can use Equation (3) to simplify the computation of the gradient.
MAP inference. An alternative for the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) for  is
the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate. While the MLE only accounts for the likelihood
of the data, MAP also accounts for the prior on  . MAP estimation consists of finding a
mode of the posterior (Equation (1)). The objective (in log space) is
logp.X D xj/C logp./: (5)
The log prior can be seen as a form or regularization. For example, an isotropic Gaussian
prior corresponds to `2-regularization.
Conditional models and pseudo-likelihood. A model of variables fX1;    ; Xng
is conditionally specified (Besag, 1975; Arnold, Castillo, Sarabia, et al., 2001), if the
relationship between the variables is given in terms of conditional distributions (for j D 1 W n,
Xj  p.Xj jX j /). This means, each variable Xj is modeled conditionally on all the other
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variablesX j D fXi j1  i  n; i ¤ j g. If one drew a graph with nodesXj and edges .i; j /
whenever Xi is in the conditioning set of Xj , the difficulty of working with conditionally
specified models comes from the fact that the graph can contain cycles. If the graph is acyclic,
the joint distribution over the variables Xj can be written as the product of the conditional
distributions. The conditional distributions can be understood as a specification of how
the joint distribution factorizes. In contrast, when there are cycles, the joint distribution
is unknown, and in some cases, no joint distribution exists. The joint distribution needs
to be consistent with the conditionals specified. Consistency means that manipulating the
joint distribution to compute conditional distributions of the variables coincides with the
conditionals specified.
One canworkwith conditional models evenwithout access to the joint distribution. Besag,
(1975) suggests estimating the parameters of a conditional model by optimizing a loss called





In the case that the graph is acyclical, maximizing the pseudo-likelihood is equivalent
to maximizing the likelihood of the model. In the subsequent Chapters, we work with
conditional models where additionally to specifying the conditional distributions, we also
specify priors on the model variables. The regularized pseudo-likelihood is the sum of the
log conditional distributions plus the log priors. The log priors act as regularizers. The
regularized pseudo-likelihood is to MAP inference as pseudo likelihood relates to maximum
likelihood.
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Neural networks. A feed-forward neural network is a function f W Rd ! Ro with
network parameters  . For any given input x 2 Rd , the neural network alternates between
linear projections (in the form of matrix multiplications and additions of bias vectors) and
the application of elementwise non-linearities to produce the output f .x/ 2 Ro. The
parameters  are the weight matrices and bias vectors of the consecutive neural network
layers. By changing  (usually using stochastic gradient descent on an appropriately chosen
loss function) the neural network can be trained to approximate a specific function of interest.
The neural network’s modeling capacity can be increased either by adding layers of by
increasing the dimension of the intermediate layers. As the network becomes larger, it has
the capacity to approximate a larger class of functions. For more details on neural networks
see Goodfellow et al., (2016).
Neural language models. A language model is a probability distribution over text. A
good language model will ideally assign high probability to plausible sentences that are
grammatically correct while placing only little probability mass on sentences that are wrong.
In many language models, the joint distribution over words in a sentence is factorized into
n-gram probabilities, e.g. for a trigram language model, the probability of a sentence of
length n is
p.x1;    xn;STOP/ D
nC1Y
iD1
p.xi jxi 1; xi 2/; (7)
where x0 D  and x 1 D  are a special start symbol and xnC1 D STOP is the stop
symbol. The factors p.xi jxi 1; xi 2/ are called the trigram probabilities. A neural language
model (Bengio et al., 2003) uses neural networks to parameterize the n-gram probabilities of
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Equation (7). The weight matrices at the input layer and the output layer of the neural network
maintain continuous representations for each word. When the neural networks are trained to
predict which word comes next, the weight matrices at the input and output layer need to
learn to map the discrete one-hot representation of a word into a lower dimensional feature
space. As a result, they learn a continuous representation for each term. The representation
can be read off directly from the weight matrices.
The neural approach to language modeling addresses the curse of dimensionality. Rather
than maintaining a probability table over all possible n-grams (with a vocabulary size of V
that would result in a table of size O.V n/), and needing to observe all combinations that
are supposed to have non-zero probability, the neural language model shares information
between sentences with a similar representation. According to Bengio et al., (2003), each
training sentence informs the model about a combinatorial number of other sentences when




Bernoulli embeddings (b-embs) are a conditional model of text, closely related to word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013a). When we fit b-embs to text data, we estimate an embedding for
each word. The embeddings are vector representations of the words that capture their co-
occurrence statistics and the distances in the embedding space are often interpreted as a
measure of semantic similarity. In this chapter, we describe the components of a b-emb
model and an objective that we can optimize to learn the embeddings. We then discuss how
existing methods relate to b-embs.
The components of a b-emb model are its latent variables (the embeddings), and a con-
ditional distribution for each observed data point. A b-emb is an instance of an exponential
family embedding model, which will be presented in the next chapter. b-embs can be used
to model text or other binary data and we first describe the form of the data, before specifying
the full model and how we fit it.
The text data is a sequence of words .x1; : : : ; xN / from a vocabulary of size V . Each
word xi 2 f0; 1gV is an indicator vector (also called a “one-hot” vector). It has one nonzero
entry at v, where v is the vocabulary term at position i . A b-emb is a model of the individual
entries xiv of the word indicators.
Each observation has a context. The context is a modeling choice and must be set in
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advance. When modeling text data, the context of each word is its neighborhood; Each word
is modeled conditionally on the words that come before and after. Typical context sizes
range between 2 and 10 words and are set in advance. All observations xi1;    ; xiV at text
position i have the same context xci . The set of indices of the observations in their context is
ci D f.i C j; w/g1 and xci denotes the collection of data points indexed by those positions.
The model has an embedding vector v 2 RK and a context vector ˛v 2 RK for each
unique term in the vocabulary, v D 1; : : : ; V . These vectors encode the semantic properties
of words, and they are used to parameterize the conditional probability of a word given its
context. These are the embeddings we wish to learn.
b-embs parameterize the conditional probability of the target word given its context via
a linear combination of the embedding vector and the context vectors,








Here, .x/ D 1
1Ce x is the sigmoid function, and we have introduced the notation †i for
the sum of the context vectors at location i . The context representation †i captures the
latent attributes of the context and the relative orientation of the embedding and the context
representation determines the probability of the word occurring in a given context. If they
are aligned, the probability will be large, whereas if they are almost orthogonal to each other,
the probability will be close to 0. Note that Equation (1.1) does not impose the constraint
that the sum over the vocabulary words
P
v p.xiv D 1 jxci / must be 1. This significantly
1where j , for context size c, takes values in˙Œ1;    ; c and w ranges over vocabulary terms (from 1 to V )
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alleviates the computational complexity (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Rudolph et al., 2016).2
Our goal is to learn the embedding vectors v and the context vectors ˛v from the text
by maximizing the log probability of words given their contexts. The data contains N pairs
.xi ; ci/ of words and their contexts, and thus we can form the objective function L.;˛/ as






logp.xiv jxci /C logp./C logp.˛/: (1.2)
This sum over the conditional log-likelihoods is called a pseudo-likelihood (Arnold, Castillo,
Sarabia, et al., 2001). We regularize the objective with functions that look like log-priors. A
Gaussian prior corresponds to `2-regularization.
The sum over the log conditional probabilities can be broken down into the likelihood of
















If we hold all the context vectors ˛v fixed, then Equation (1.3) is the objective of V indepen-
dent logistic regressors, each predicting whether a word appears in a given context or not
using the context representations †i as covariates. The positive examples are those where
word v actually appeared in a given context; the negative examples are those where v did
2Multinomial embeddings (Rudolph et al., 2016) model each indicator vector xi with a categorical
conditional distribution, but this requires expensive normalization in form of a softmax. For computational
efficiency, one can replace the softmax with the hierarchical softmax (Morin and Bengio, 2005; Mnih and
Hinton, 2009; Mikolov et al., 2013a) or employ noise contrastive estimation (Gutmann and Hyvärinen, 2010;
Mnih and Kavukcuoglu, 2013). b-embs relax the one-hot constraint of xi , and work well in practice. The
point of this section is to expose the relationship to negative sampling (Mikolov et al., 2013a).
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Figure 1.1: Word embeddings capture the semantic similarities between words. The figure
shows a t-SNE projection (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) of the embedding vectors learned by a
b-emb fitted to Wikipedia articles.
not appear. It is the context vectors that couple the V binary classifiers together.






log . >v †i/; (1.4)
the contribution of the zeroes to the conditional log likelihood. The objective is cheaper if
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we subsample the zeros. Rather than summing over all words which are not at position i , we
sum over a subset of n negative samples Si drawn at random. Mikolov et al., (2013a) call
this negative sampling and recommend sampling from Op, the unigram distribution raised to
the power of 0:75.






log . >v †i/: (1.5)
This sum has fewer terms and reduces the contribution of the zeros to the objective. In a
sense, this incurs a bias—the expectation with respect to the negative samples is not equal to
the original objective—but “downweighting the zeros” can improve prediction accuracy (Hu,
Koren, and Volinsky, 2008; Liang et al., 2016) and leads to significant computational gains.
An implementation of b-embs is available athttps://github.com/mariru/exponential_
family_embeddings. In Chapter 3, we present multiple extensions of b-embs. An empiri-
cal study of b-embs and its extensions will follow then. Here, we give one qualitative result.
Figure 1.1 shows the embedding vectors of a b-emb that has been fitted to a collection of
Wikipedia articles (http://mattmahoney.net/dc/enwik8.zip). The 100 dimensional
embedding vectors have been projected into 2-D using t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008).
The embedding captures the semantic similarities between words as similar words are close
to each other in the embedding space. For example, on the left is a cluster of common male
first names including george, james, and william. Towards the top of the figure, on the
right of a cluster of country names (germany, france, china, etc.) is a small cluster of
directions (east, west, and central).
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1.1. Connections
In this section, we draw connections between b-embs and other word embedding methods.
Specifically, we derive the relationship between b-embs and flavors of word2vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013a), which is currently one of the most popular tools for learning embeddings.
There are multiple ways to implement word2vec. First, there is a choice of the objective.
Second, there are several ways to approximate the objective to get a scalable algorithm. In
this section, we describe the two objectives, continuous bag of words (cbow) and skip-gram,
and we focus on negative sampling as the method of choice to achieve scalability. We
describe the similarities and differences between fitting a b-emb and these two objectives. In
summary, under certain assumptions a b-emb is equivalent to cbow with negative sampling,
and it is related to skip-gram through Jensen’s inequality.
b-emb cbow (negative sampling)
First, we explain how a b-emb and cbow with negative sampling are related. Consider












In most cases, the summation over negative examples (xiv D 0) is computationally expensive
to compute. To address that, we form an unbiased estimate of that term by subsampling a
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Here, we have introduced an auxiliary coefficient  . The estimate is unbiased only for  D 1;
however, Rudolph et al., (2016) showed that downweighting the contribution of the zeros
works better in practice.3 In particular, if we set the downweight factor as  D jSi j
V 1 , we









1A  LCBOW.;˛/ (1.8)
There are two more subtle theoretical differences between both. The first difference is
that b-embs include a regularization term for the embedding vectors, whereas cbow does
not. The second difference is that, in b-embs, we need to draw a new set of negative samples
Si at each iteration of the gradient ascent algorithm (because we form a noisy estimator of
the downweighted objective). In contrast, in cbow with negative sampling, the samples Si
are drawn once in advance and then hold fixed. In practice, for large datasets, we have not
observed significant differences in the performance of both approaches. For simplicity, we
draw the negative samples Si only once.
cbow (negative sampling)  skip-gram (negative sampling)
Now we show how cbow and skip-gram are related (considering negative sampling for
3This is consistent with the approaches in recommender systems (Hu, Koren, and Volinsky, 2008).
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both). Recall that the objective of cbow is to predict a target word from its context, while
the skip-gram objective is to predict the context from the target word. Negative sampling
breaks the constraint that the sum of the probability of each word must equal one, and instead
models probabilities of the individual entries of the one-hot vectors representing the words.
When we apply negative sampling, the cbow objective becomes Equation (1.8). The
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1A ; (1.9)
That is, for each target term xiv, the cbow objective has one term while the skip-gram
objective has jci j terms. Consider a term .i; v/ for which xiv D 1. We take the corresponding
cbow term from Equation (1.8) and we apply Jensen’s inequality to obtain the corresponding
skip-gram term in Equation (1.9):











Here, we have made use of the concavity of the log ./ function. In general, this is a
consequence of the convexity of the log-normalizer of exponential family distributions.
This holds for the “positive” examples xiv. As for the negative examples (xiv D 0),
the comparison is not as straightforward, because the choice of terms in Equations (1.8)
and (1.9) is not exactly the same; Equation (1.8) holds v0 fixed and draws v from the noise




In the previous chapter, we have presented a model for learning word embeddings. Word
embeddings are lower dimensional, distributed representations of words — objects that
are inherently high dimensional and discrete. While in the original space all vocabulary
terms are orthogonal to each other, in the embedding space we can compute similarities
between words. Many other data domains include discrete objects we might be interested in
learning embeddings of. This chapter is about a general model class which extends the task
of learning embeddings to other applications.
Consider, for example, data of peoples’ shopping behaviour. As the customers check
out at the register, the type and the quantity of the items purchased is recorded. The items
are discrete objects, and we might want to learn embeddings for them. One way to learn
item embeddings, would be to download Wikipedia articles about these items and to run
Bernoulli embeddings (b-embs) on this text. Can we instead learn the embeddings directly
from the shopping data? Intuitively, The data of which items are purchased together in which
quantities contains information on item similarities and in this chapter we present a model
to distill the purchasing patterns into item embeddings.
Other questions we hope to address with the models presented in this chapter include:
Can we learn embeddings of zebrafish neurons from recordings of their neural activity?
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Can we learn embeddings of movies from data on how people rated different movies? To
address these questions we develop a model class which encapsulates the main ideas of
word embeddings, but is general enough to be applicable to the different data described here
and beyond. The model class is called exponential family embeddings (ef-embs), and the
b-emb model described in the previous chapter is a special case.
An ef-emb model has three ingredients. The embedding parameters (one embedding
and one context vector for each object to be embedded), a context function which defines
the conditioning set for each observation, as well as a conditional distribution from the
exponential family. They are a class of conditionally specified models.
The conditional models are fit to data using a pseudo-likelihood objective. The expo-
nential family representation ensures that the updates have to be derived only once, for the
general model class, and properties of the exponential family distribution simplify the gradi-
ents. Monte Carlo estimation of the gradients scale the task of learning embeddings to large
datasets. For sparse data such as text or count data from a recommendation system, negative
sampling provides additional speed up. Negative sampling is a technique for subsampling
minibatches for the SGD procedure. The resulting approach aggressively downsamples
observations that are 0 and is hence biased towards using mostly nonnegative observations.
After introducing the applications we study using ef-embs, we present the general model
class. We then provide two specific example models. A Gaussian embedding model which
we use to model the co-firing patters of zebrafish neurons as well as a Poisson embedding
model, which we use to model the co-purchasing patterns of grocery items.
In an empirical study, we quantitatively compare ef-emb to existing methods in terms
of their capacity of predicting held-out data. We also report qualitative findings.
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Applications. In the presentation of the ef-emb model class and the specific example
models we provide below, we have the following applications in mind.
Brain activity from zebrafish larvae. Zebrafish larvae are see-through which makes
them an excellent model organism for whole-brain imaging. Neuro scientist have developed
techniques to record the activity of almost all the neurons at very high spatial resolution.
The resulting data is the activity of 10K neurons over time (ca. 3000 time slices). The goal
is to learn embeddings of the neurons from their activity patterns.
Shopping data. Another dataset we consider is the shopping behaviour of people buying
groceries at a major supermarket chain. We observe which items are bought together in each
trip and the goal is to use that information to learn embedding of the groceries.
Recommendation systems. We also consider movie ratings. For example, the Netflix
100K dataset contains 100K user ratings of movies. We show that with a model from the
ef-emb class, we can learn embeddings of the movies from such data.
2.1. Model Description of Exponential Family Embeddings
Consider data which is organized in a matrix X with entries xiv with i 2 f1;    ; I g,
v 2 f1;    ; V g. For now, we make no assumption on the type of data. In text it can be
binary, while in the other applications we study it can either be real valued or count data.
Assume, our goal is to learn embeddings for each of the objects indexed by v.1 In the
neuro science application for example, v indexes the neurons and xi;v is the activity of
1For notational convenience, we fix the index to be embedded to the second index (the columns), but the
model derivations below also apply when the object to be embedded correspond to the first index of the data
matrix. In that case, the data matrix could simply be transposed.
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neuron v at time i . In the movie rating application xiv is the rating user i gave movie v.
For each v, the model has two types of vectors. Each v is associated with a context vector
˛v 2 RK and an embeddings vector v 2 RK . The goal is to learn these vectors. They are
treated as latent variables and are the parameters of the conditional distributions of the data.
Each data-point is modelled conditionally on a context. The context is a modeling choice
and depends on the application. In language, the context is nearby words. In the neuro
science application, the context of the activity of a neuron is the activity of neurons which
are nearby in the zebrafish brain. In the shopping application, the context for how many of a
specific grocery item were bought, are the other groceries that were bought in the same trip.
The conditional distribution for each observation given its context is an exponential
family distribution
p.xiv jxciv/ D ExpFam.iv.xciv/; t.xiv//; (2.1)
with natural parameter iv and sufficient statistics t .xiv/. The natural parameter is a function
of the context and the embedding and context vectors. The observations in the context and





The context representation captures the latent attributes of the context. It is combined with
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The link function f ./ is also a modeling choice. It can often be the identity or the logarithm.
Choosing it is akin to choosing the link function in a generalized linear model. In chapter
3.3 we develop deep embeddings where iv is a multi-layer perceptron.
In the previous chapter, we presented the b-emb, a specific instance from the ef-emb
model class for modeling text. We provide two more example models before describing how
to fit these conditional models to data. As a first example, we present a Gaussian embedding
(g-emb) for analyzing real observations from a neuroscience application; we also introduce a
nonnegative version, the nonnegative Gaussian embedding (ng-emb). We then develop two
Poisson embedding models, Poisson embedding (p-emb) and additive Poisson embedding
(ap-emb), for analyzing count data; these have different link functions and we use them to
study shopping data as well as movie ratings data. An empirical study of these models will
follow in Section 2.1.2 after a description of how to fit ef-emb in Section 2.1.2.
For convenience, the model name acronyms are in Table 2.1.
ef-emb exponential family embedding
g-emb Gaussian embedding
ng-emb nonnegative Gaussian embedding
p-emb Poisson embedding
ap-emb additive Poisson embedding
b-emb Bernoulli embedding
Table 2.1: Acronyms used for exponential family embeddings.
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2.1.1 Example: Gaussian Embeddings for Real Valued Observations
Consider a recording of the neural activity of a large population of zebrafish neurons (specifics
are described in Section 2.1.2) and let xiv be the neural activity of neuron v at time slice i .
The values of xiv are nonnegtaive real values. The goal is to model the similarity between
neurons in terms of their behavior, to embed each neuron in a latent space such that neurons
with similar behavior are close to each other.
We use a g-emb to do so. The model has a context vector ˛v and an embedding vector
v for each neuron. These parameters are combined as in Equation (2.3) to form the mean of
the conditional distribution of each observation xiv. As conditional distribution we choose a
univariate Gaussian with constant variance 2.
An important modeling choice is the conditioning set for each observation. We decide to
model each neuron’s activity in the context of the activity of nearby neurons. We use the 3D
coordinates of the neurons to identify the K-nearest neighbours (knn) of each neuron. This
allows us to define a context civ D f.i; w/jw 2 knn.v/g which varies with each neuron,
but is constant over time.
These ingredients, along with a regularizer, combine to form a neural embedding objec-
tive. g-emb uses `2 regularization (i.e., a Gaussian prior); ng-emb constrains the vectors to
be nonnegative (`2 regularization on the logarithm. i.e., a log-normal prior).
2.1.2 Example: Poisson Embeddings for Count Data
For a matrix of count data with entries xiv, we develop p-emb. As examples, xiv could
represent how many groceries of type v were bought in shopping trip i , or which rating
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person i gave movie v. Again, each item (grocery item or movie) is associated with two
types of parameters; an embedding vector v 2 RK and a context vector ˛v 2 RK .
The context for each observation are the other entries in the same column i . For shopping
data, this corresponds to the other items bought on the same trip and for movies, this
corresponds to the other movies rated by the same user. Formally, civ D f.i; w/jw ¤ vg.
The data is typically sparse (on each trip a person buys a small fraction of items available at
the store), so using this context function and context vectors to form a context representation
as in Equation (2.2) will require to sum only over the terms xiw that are nonzero. So even
though for each i all items w ¤ v are in the context civ, the effective context of item v (set
of items w s.t. xiw ¤ 0) typically differs between trips where v was bought.
We use conditional Poisson distributions to model the count data. The sufficient statistic
of the Poisson is t .xiv/ D xiv, and its natural parameter is the logarithm of the rate (i.e., the
mean). We set the natural parameter as in Equation (2.3).
We explore two choices for the link function. p-emb uses an identity link function.
Since the conditional mean is the exponentiated natural parameter, this implies that the
context items contribute multiplicatively to the mean. For p-emb we use a Gaussian prior
on the embeddings, which corresponds to `2 regularization. (We use `2-regularization
on the embeddings.) Alternatively, we can use a lognormal prior which constrains the
parameters to be nonnegative and set the link function f ./ D log./. This is ap-emb, a
model with an additive mean parameterization. The choice of a lognormal prior corresponds
to `2-regularization in log-space. ap-emb only captures positive correlations between items.
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2.2. Model Training
Since the model is conditionally specified (Arnold, Castillo, Sarabia, et al., 2001), there is no
guarantee that a joint, consistent with the specified conditionals exists. Whether a consistent
joint exists will depend on the choice of exponential family distribution (for example when
it is Bernoulli, a joint exists for sure) or on additional constraints on the parameters (for
example for a Poisson embedding for a joint to exist we need to impose additional symmetry
constraints on the parameters ˛v D v). The choice of context also matters. If there are no
cyclical context relationships2, the joint is simply factorized according to Equation (2.1) and
we can proceed with standard inference techniques.
The pseudo-likelihood objective. In practice, we disregard whether a joint exists or
not an train using a regularized pseudo-likelihood objective. The objective sums the log
conditional probabilities of each data point, adding regularizers for the embeddings and
context vectors. We use log probability functions as regularizers, e.g., a Gaussian probability
leads to `2 regularization. We can also use regularizers to constrain the embeddings. For







>ivt .xiv/   a.iv/
C logp./C logp.˛/: (2.4)
Equation (2.4) can be seen as a likelihood function for a bank of generalized linear models
(glms) (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989). Each data point is modeled as a response conditional
on its “covariates,” which are the context representations Equation (2.2); the coefficient for
2consider the graph where each observation is a node and draw a directed edge from each observation to
all observations in its context. "No cyclical context relationships" means that this graph is acyclic.
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each response is the embedding itself. We use properties of exponential families and results
around glms to derive efficient algorithms for ef-emb models.
Automatic differentiation and model specific gradients. We maximize the objective
Equation (2.4) with respect to the embeddings and context vectors using stochastic gradient
descent (sgd). sgd is a gradient-based optimization technique and we can either derive the
gradients of Equation (2.4) manually or resort to automatic differentiation.
For the manual derivation we use the identity for exponential family distributions that
the derivative of the log-normalizer is equal to the expectation of the sufficient statistics,








t .xiw/   EŒt .xiw/
rviw Crv logp.v/: (2.5)
The gradient with respect to ˛v has the same form.
The gradient in Equation (2.5) can involve a sum of many terms and be computationally
expensive to compute. To alleviate this, we follow noisy gradients using sgd. We form a
subsample S of the I  V terms in the summation, i.e.,
brvL D IjS j X
.i;w/2S
 
t .xiw/   EŒt .xiw/
rviw Crv logp.v/; (2.6)
where jS j denotes the size of the subsample and where we scaled the summation to ensure an
unbiased estimator of the gradient. Equation (2.6) reduces computational complexity when
jS j is much smaller than the total number of terms. At each iteration of sgd we compute
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noisy gradients with respect to v and ˛v (for each v) and take gradient steps according to a
step-size schedule. We use Adagrad (Duchi, Hazan, and Singer, 2011a) to set the step-size.
For the models we presented so far in this chapter (g-emb, ng-emb, p-emb and ap-emb)
the model specific gradients can be derived and implemented with a reasonable amount of
effort. As we will see in later chapters, it is automatic differentiation tools that allow us to
extend ef-emb in interesting ways. In we will see variations of ef-embs that either use
a different parametrization of iv (e.g. using neural networks) or more structured priors
p./ and p.˛/. The resulting objectives will still be of the same form as in Equation (2.4).
The capabilities of automatic differentiation allow us to extend ef-emb in ways that achieve
desired modeling capacity, without having to consider the burden of deriving model specific
gradients when making modeling choices.
Negative Sampling. When the data is sparse (because many xiv are unobserved or
0), we can split the gradient into the summation of two terms: one term corresponding to
all data entries .i; v/ for which xiv ¤ 0, and one term corresponding to those data entries
xiv D 0. We compute the first term of the gradient exactly—when the data is sparse there are
not many summations to make—and we estimate the second term by subsampling the zero
entries. Compared to computing the full gradient, this reduces the complexity when most of
the entries xiv are zero, but it retains the strong information about the gradient that comes
from the non-zero entries. This relates to negative sampling, which is used to approximate
the skip-gram objective (Mikolov et al., 2013a).
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2.3. Empirical Study of Exponential Family Embeddings
We study exponential family embedding (ef-emb) models on real-valued and count-valued
data, and in different application domains—computational neuroscience, shopping behavior,
and movie ratings. We present quantitative comparisons to other dimension reduction
methods and illustrate how we can glean qualitative insights from the fitted embeddings.
2.3.1 Real Valued Data: Neural Data Analysis
Data. We analyze the neural activity of a larval zebrafish, recorded at single cell resolution
for 3000 time frames (Ahrens et al., 2013). Through genetic modification, individual
neurons express a calcium indicator when they fire. The resulting calcium imaging data
is preprocessed by a nonnegative matrix factorization to identify neurons, their locations,
and the fluorescence activity xt 2 RN of the individual neurons over time (Friedrich et al.,
2015). Using this method, our data contains 10,000 neurons (out of a total of 200,000).
We fit all models on the lagged data xt D xt   xt 1 to filter out correlations based on
calcium decay and preprocessing.3 The calcium levels can be measured with great spatial
resolution but there is heavy aliasing in the temporal dimension; the firing rate is much
higher than the sampling rate. Hence we ignore all “temporal structure” in the data and
model the simultaneous activity of the neurons. We use the Gaussian embedding (g-emb)
and nonnegative Gaussian embedding (ng-emb) to model the lagged activity of the neurons
conditional on the lags of surrounding neurons. We study context sizes c 2 f10; 50g and
latent dimension K 2 f10; 100g.
3We also analyzed unlagged data but, as expected, all methods have better reconstruction performance on
the lagged data.
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single neuron held out 25% of neurons held out
Model K D 10 K D 100 K D 10 K D 100
fa 0:290˙ 0:003 0:275˙ 0:003 0:290˙ 0:003 0:276˙ 0:003
g-emb (c=10) 0:239˙ 0:006 0:239˙ 0:005 0:246˙ 0:004 0:245˙ 0:003
g-emb (c=50) 0:227˙ 0:002 0:222˙ 0:002 0:235˙ 0:003 0:232˙ 0:003
ng-emb (c=10) 0:263˙ 0:004 0:261˙ 0:004 0:250˙ 0:004 0:261˙ 0:004
Table 2.2: Analysis of neural data: mean squared error and standard errors of neural activity
(on the test set) for different models. Both ef-emb models significantly outperform fa;
g-emb is more accurate than ng-emb.
Models. We compare ef-emb to probabilistic factor analysis (fa), fittingK-dimensional
factors for each neuron and K-dimensional factor loadings for each time frame. In fa,
each entry of the data matrix is a Gaussian with mean equal to the inner product of the
corresponding factor and factor loading.
Evaluation. We train each model on a random sample of 90% of the lagged time frames
and hold out 5% each for validation and testing. With the test set, we use two types of
evaluation. (1) Leave one out: For each neuron xi in the test set, we use the measurements
of the other neurons to form predictions. For fa this means the other neurons are used to
recover the factor loadings; for ef-emb this means the other neurons are used to construct
the context. (2) Leave 25% out: We randomly split the neurons into 4 folds. Each neuron is
predicted using the three sets of neurons that are out of its fold. (This is a more difficult task.)
Note in ef-emb, the missing data might change the size of the context of some neurons.
Results. Table 2.2 reports both types of evaluation. The ef-emb models significantly
outperform fa in terms of mean squared error on the test set. g-emb obtains the best results
with 100 components and a context size of 50. Figure 2.1 illustrates how to use the learned
embeddings to hypothesize connections between nearby neurons.
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Figure 2.1: Top view of the zebrafish brain, with blue circles at the location of the individual
neurons. We zoom on 3 neurons and their 50 nearest neighbors (small blue dots), visualizing
the “synaptic weights” learned by a g-emb model (K D 100). The edge color encodes the
inner product of the neural embedding vector and the context vectors >n ˛m for each neighbor
m. Positive values are green, negative values are red, and the transparency is proportional to
the magnitude. With these weights we can form hypotheses about how nearby neurons are
connected.
(a) Market basket analysis.
Model K D 20 K D 50 K D 100
p-emb  7:497˙ 0:007  7:284˙ 0:008  7:199˙ 0:008
p-emb (dw)  7:110˙ 0:007  6:994˙ 0:007  6:950˙ 0:007
ap-emb  7:868˙ 0:005  8:191˙ 0:004  8:414˙ 0:003
hpf  7:740˙ 0:008  7:626˙ 0:007  7:626˙ 0:007
Poisson pca  8:314˙ 0:009  9:51˙ 0:01  11:01˙ 0:01
(b) Movie ratings.
Model K D 20 K D 50 K D 100
p-emb  5:691˙ 0:006  5:726˙ 0:006  5:726˙ 0:005
p-emb (dw)  5:790˙ 0:003  5:798˙ 0:003  5:798˙ 0:003
ap-emb  5:964˙ 0:003  6:082˙ 0:002  6:118˙ 0:002
hpf  5:787˙ 0:006  5:844˙ 0:006  5:859˙ 0:006
Poisson pca  5:908˙ 0:006  6:394˙ 0:008  7:50˙ 0:01
Table 2.3: Comparison of predictive log-likelihood between p-emb, ap-emb, hierarchical
Poisson factorization (hpf) (Gopalan, Hofman, and Blei, 2015), and Poisson principal
component analysis (pca) (Collins, Dasgupta, and Schapire, 2001) on held out data. The
p-emb model outperforms the matrix factorization models in both applications. For the
shopping data, downweighting the zeros improves the peformance of p-emb.
2.3.2 Count Data: Market Basket Analysis and Movie Ratings
We study the Poisson models Poisson embedding (p-emb) and additive Poisson embedding
(ap-emb) on two applications: shopping and movies.
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Market basket data. We analyze the IRI dataset4 (Bronnenberg, Kruger, and Mela,
2008), which contains the purchases of anonymous households in chain grocery and drug
stores. It contains 137; 632 trips in 2012. We remove items that appear fewer than 10 times,
leaving a dataset with 7; 903 items. The context for each purchase is the other purchases
from the same trip.
MovieLens data. We also analyze the MovieLens-100K dataset (Harper and Konstan,
2015), which contains movie ratings on a scale from 1 to 5. We keep only positive ratings,
defined to be ratings of 3 or more (we subtract 2 from all ratings and set the negative ones to
0). The context of each rating is the other movies rated by the same user. After removing
users who rated fewer than 20 movies and movies that were rated fewer than 50 times, the
dataset contains 777 users and 516 movies; the sparsity is about 5%.
Models. We fit the p-emb and the ap-emb models using number of components
K 2 f20; 50; 100g. For each K we select the Adagrad constant based on best predictive
performance on the validation set. In these datasets, the distribution of the context size is
heavy tailed. To handle larger context sizes we pick a link function for the ef-emb model
which rescales the sum over the context in Equation (2.2) by the context size (the number of
terms in the sum). We also fit a p-emb model that artificially downweights the contribution
of the zeros in the objective function by a factor of 0:1, as done by Hu, Koren, and Volinsky,
(2008) for matrix factorization. We denote it as “p-emb (dw).”
We compare the predictive performance with hpf (Gopalan, Hofman, and Blei, 2015) and
Poisson pca (Collins, Dasgupta, and Schapire, 2001). Both hpf and Poisson pca factorize
4We thank IRI for making the data available. All estimates and analysis in this work, based on data
provided by IRI, are by the authors and not by IRI.
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the data intoK-dimensional positive vectors of user preferences, andK-dimensional positive
vectors of item attributes. ap-emb and hpf parameterize the mean additively; p-emb and
Poisson pca parameterize it multiplicatively. For the ef-emb models and Poisson pca, we
use stochastic optimization with `2 regularization. For hpf, we use variational inference.
Evaluation. For the market basket data we hold out 5% of the trips to form the test set,
also removing trips with fewer than two purchased different items. In the MovieLens data we
hold out 20% of the ratings and set aside an additional 5% of the non-zero entries from the
test for validation. We report prediction performance based on the normalized log-likelihood
on the test set. For p-emb and ap-emb, we compute the likelihood as the Poisson mean of
each nonnegative count (be it a purchase quantity or a movie rating) divided by the sum of
the Poisson means for all items, given the context. To evaluate hpf and Poisson pca at a
given test observation we recover the factor loadings using the other test entries we condition
on, and we use the factor loading to form the prediction.
Predictive performance. Table 2.3 summarizes the test log-likelihood of the four
models, together with the standard errors across entries in the test set. In both applications the
p-emb model outperforms hpf and Poisson pca. On shopping data p-emb with K D 100
provides the best predictions; on MovieLens p-emb with K D 20 is best. For p-emb on
shopping data, downweighting the contribution of the zeros gives more accurate estimates.
Item similarity in the shopping data. Embedding models can capture qualitative
aspects of the data as well. Table 2.4 shows four example products and their three most
similar items, where similarity is calculated as the cosine distance between embedding
vectors. (These vectors are from p-emb with downweighted zeros and K D 100.) For
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Maruchan chicken ramen Mountain Dew soda
Maruchan creamy chicken ramen Mountain Dew orange soda
Maruchan oriental flavor ramen Mountain Dew lemon lime soda
Maruchan roast chicken ramen Pepsi classic soda
Dean Foods 1% milk Yoplait strawberry yogurt
Dean Foods 2% milk Yoplait apricot mango yogurt
Dean Foods whole milk Yoplait strawberry orange smoothie
Dean Foods chocolate milk Yoplait strawberry banana yogurt
Table 2.4: Top 3 similar items to several example queries (bold face). The p-emb model
successfuly captures item similarities.
example, the most similar items to a soda are other sodas; the most similar items to a yogurt
are (mostly) other yogurts.
The p-emb model can also identify complementary and substitutable products. To see
this, we compute the inner products of the embedding and the context vectors for all item
pairs. A high value of the inner product indicates that the probability of purchasing one item
is increased if the second item is in the shopping basket (i.e., they are complements). A low
value indicates the opposite effect and the items might be substitutes for each other.
Table 2.5 shows some pairs of items with high inner product of embedding vectors and
context vector. The items in the first column have higher probability of being purchased if the
item in the second column is in the shopping basket. We can observe that they correspond to
items that are frequently purchased together (potato chips and beer, potato chips and frozen
pizza, two different sodas).
Similarly, Table 2.6 shows some pairs of items with low inner product. The items in the
first column have lower probability of being purchased if the item in the second column is in
the shopping basket. We can observe that they correspond to items that are rarely purchased
together (detergent and toast crunch, milk and toothbrush), or that are substitutes of each
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other (two different brands of snacks, soup, or pasta sauce).
Inner product Item 1 Item 2
2:12 Diet 7 Up lemon lime soda Diet Squirt citrus soda
2:11 Old Dutch original potato chips Budweiser Select 55 Lager beer
2:00 Lays potato chips DiGiorno frozen pizza
2:00 Coca Cola zero soda Coca Cola soda
1:99 Snoyfield vanilla organic yogurt La Yogurt low fat mango
Table 2.5: Market basket: List of several of the items with high inner product values. Items
from the first column have higher probability of being purchased when the item in the second
column is in the shopping basket.
Inner product Item 1 Item 2
 5:06 General Mills cinammon toast crunch Tide Plus liquid laundry detergent
 5:00 Doritos chilli pepper Utz cheese balls
 5:00 Land O Lakes 2% milk Toothbrush soft adult (private brand)
 5:00 Beef Swanson Broth soup 48oz Campbell Soup cans 10.75oz
 4:99 Ragu Robusto sautéed onion & garlic pasta sauce Prego tomato Italian pasta sauce
Table 2.6: Market basket: List of several of the items with low inner product values. Items
from the first column have lower probability of being purchased when the item in the second
column is in the shopping basket.
We find that items that tend to be purchased together have high value of the inner product
(e.g., potato chips and beer, potato chips and frozen pizza, or two different types of soda),
while items that are substitutes have negative value (e.g., two different brands of pasta sauce,
similar snacks, or soups from different brands). Other items with negative value of the inner
product are not substitutes, but they are rarely purchased together (e.g., toast crunch and
laundry detergent, milk and a toothbrush).
Topics in the movie embeddings. The embeddings from MovieLens data identify
thematically similar movies. For each latent dimension k, we sort the context vectors by
the magnitude of the kth component. This yields a ranking of movies for each component.
Tables 2.7 and 2.8 show two example clusters of ranked movies that are learned by our p-emb
model. These rankings were generated as follows. For each latent dimension k 2 f1;    ; Kg
we sorted the context vectors according their value in this dimension. This gives us a ranking
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of context vectors for every k. Tables 2.7 and 2.8 show the 10 top items of the ranking
for two different values of k. Similar as in topic modeling, the latent dimensions have the
interpretation of topics. We see that sorting the context vectors this way reveals thematic
structure in the collection of movies. While Table 2.7 gives a table of movies for children,
Table 2.8 shows a cluster of science-fiction and action movies (with a few outliers).
# Movie Name Year Rank
1 Winnie the Pooh and the Blustery Day 1968 0:62
2 Cinderella 1950 0:50
3 Toy Story 1995 0:46
4 Fantasia 1940 0:44
5 Dumbo 1941 0:43
6 The Nightmare Before Christmas 1993 0:37
7 Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs 1937 0:37
8 Alice in Wonderland 1951 0:35
9 James and the Giant Peach 1996 0:35
Table 2.7: Movielens: Cluster for “kids movies”.
# Movie Name Year Rank
1 Die Hard: With a Vengeance 1995 1:25
2 Stargate 1994 1:19
3 Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home 1986 1:14
4 Manon of the Spring (Manon des sources) 1986 1:14
5 Fifth Element, The 1997 1:14
6 Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country 1991 1:13
7 Under Siege 1992 1:11
8 GoldenEye 1995 1:07
9 Supercop 1992 1:07
Table 2.8: Movielens: Cluster for “science-fiction/action movies”.
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2.4. Discussion of Exponential Family Embeddings
We described exponential family embeddings (ef-embs), conditionally specified latent
variable models to extract distributed representations from high dimensional data. In Chap-
ter 1, we showed that continuous bag of words (cbow) (Mikolov et al., 2013a) is a special
case of ef-emb. Here, we provided examples beyond text: the brain activity of zebrafish,
shopping data, and movie ratings. We fit the ef-emb objective using stochastic gradients.
Our empirical study demonstrates that an ef-emb can better reconstruct data than existing
dimensionality-reduction techniques based on matrix factorization. Further, the learned
embeddings capture interesting semantic structure. In the next chapter, we present several
extensions of ef-embs.
2.5. Appendix to Exponential Family Embeddings
To specify the gradients in Equation (2.5) for the stochastic gradient descent (sgd) procedure
we need the sufficient statistic t .x/, the expected sufficient statistic EŒt .x/, the gradient
of the natural parameter with respect to the embedding vectors and the gradient of the
regularizer on the embedding vectors. In this appendix we specify these quantities for the
models we study empirically in Section 2.1.2.
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Gradients for Gaussian embeddings (g-embs). For g-embs, the gradients of Equa-
tion (2.4) with respect to each embedding and each context vector are































Gradients for nonnegative Gaussian embeddings (ng-embs). By restricting the
parameters of the ng-emb model to be nonnegative we can learn nonnegative synaptic
weights between neurons. For notational simplicity we write the parameters as exp./ and
exp.˛/ and update them in log-space. The operator ı stands for element wise multiplication.
With this notation, the gradient for the ng-emb can be easily obtained from Equations 2.7
and 2.8 by applying the chain rule.












xiw exp.v/ ı exp.˛w/
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xiv exp.w/ ı exp.˛v/

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Gradients for Poisson embeddings (p-embs). For p-embs, the gradients of Equa-
tion (2.4) with respect to each embedding and each context vector are





























Gradients for additive Poisson embeddings (ap-embs). Here, we proceed in a similar
manner as for the ng-emb model and apply the chain rule to the p-emb gradients.






























This chapter is about infusing the embeddings learned by a ef-emb with more information.
With the embeddings as latent variables, we can explicitly impose additional structure in
the embedding space. The additional structure we study here is defined a priori and can
be domain knowledge or discrete meta-data that is available with the data. Most of the
structured embedding models we present below, are extensions of Bernoulli embeddings
(b-embs) and we use them to analyze text data. Yet, the principles apply to all ef-embs.
The modeling extensions we develop incorporate additional information into an em-
bedding model. For each object we want to learn an embedding of (e.g. word) we have
additional information such as the time, information about the speaker, syntactic information
(part-of-speech), or which language the word belongs to. The goal for structured embedding
models is to exploit the structure of such additional information to learn embeddings that
can vary according to the meta-data but also share information.
With dynamic embeddings, for example, we learn embeddings that vary over the years.
Each time slice in the data is associated with a separate set of embeddings. Key to the
success of the method is that the embedding parameters share statistical strength across time
slices. We exploit the temporal ordering of the data and place a Gaussian random walk prior
on the embeddings, which smoothes the trajectory of the embeddings over the years.
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For more general group structure, the temporal ordering cannot be exploited and we
instead use hierarchical priors to share statistical strength between the embeddings. In
Section 3.2 we develop hierarchical embeddings, an embedding model for grouped data.
We then transition from more classical sharing strategies (using priors) to sharing strate-
gies based on neural networks. For example, we develop amortized embeddings. Rather
than modeling the relationship between group-specific embedding parameters through a hier-
archical prior, the amortized embeddings use a neural network for each group that explicitly
learns the mapping from global parameters to group-specific embeddings.
Another neural network based model we present in Section 3.3 is word2net. It is a deep
extension of exponential family embeddings where the link function in Equation (2.3) is
replaced with a multi layer perceptron. As a result, we end up learning a neural network
for each word rather than an embedding vector. These neural networks that represent each
word are called the word networks. We demonstrate that the word networks also provide an
opportunity to incorporate side-information. Specifically, we use part-of-speech information
to share parameter layers between word networks with the same part-of-speech tag. While
this reduces the number of parameters, it increases the representational capacity, since under
the parameter sharing scheme each word tag combination has a separate representation.
Finally, in Section 3.4, we present multilingual hierarchical embeddings (mayhem) a
model for multilingual embeddings. Here, hierarchical priors are placed on the embeddings
to tie together words that are known to be translations of each other. As a result, we can
learn embeddings of words in 59 languages in one joint embedding space, with low-resource




Here we develop a tool for analyzing how word usage changes over time. Dynamic em-
beddings analyze long-running texts, e.g., documents that span many years, where the way
words are used changes over the course of the collection. The goal of dynamic embeddings
is to characterize those changes.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the approach. It shows the changing representation of intelli-
gence in two corpora, the collection of computer science abstracts from the ACM1951–2014
and the U.S. Senate speeches 1858–2009. On the y-axis is “meaning,” a proxy for the dy-
namic representation of the word; in both corpora, its representation changes dramatically
over the years. To understand where it is located, the plots also show similar words (ac-
cording to their changing representations) at various points. Loosely, in the ACM corpus
intelligence changes from government intelligence to cognitive intelligence to artificial
intelligence; in the Congressional record intelligence changes from psychological intelli-
gence to government intelligence. Section 3.1.2 gives other examples from these corpora,
such as for the terms iraq, data, and computer.
In more detail, a word embedding uses representation vectors to parameterize the con-
ditional probabilities of words in the context of other words. Dynamic embeddings divide
the documents into time slices, e.g., one per year, and cast the embedding vector as a latent
variable that drifts via a Gaussian random walk. When fit to data, the dynamic embeddings
capture how the representation of each word drifts from slice to slice.
Section 3.1.1 describes dynamic embeddings and how to fit them. Section 3.1.2 studies
this approach on three datasets: 9 years of ArXiv machine learning papers (2007–2015), 64
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(a) intelligence in ACM abstracts (1951–2014)
(b) intelligence in U.S. Senate speeches (1858–2009)
Figure 3.1: The dynamic embedding of intelligence reveals how the term’s usage changes
over the years in a historic corpus of ACM abstracts (a) and U.S. Senate speeches (b) . The
y-axis is “meaning,” a one dimensional projection of the embedding vectors. For selected
years, we list words with similar dynamic embeddings.
years of computer science abstracts (1951–2014), and 151 years of U.S. Senate speeches
(1858–2009). Dynamic embeddings give better predictive performance than existing ap-
proaches and provide an interesting exploratory window into how language changes.
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There have been several lines of research around capturing semantic shifts. Mihalcea
and Nastase, (2012) and Tang, Qu, and Chen, (2016) detect semantic changes of words
using features such as part-of-speech tags and entropy. Sagi, Kaufmann, and Clark, (2011)
and Basile, Caputo, and Semeraro, (2014) employ latent semantic analysis and temporal
semantic indexing for quantifying changes in meaning.
Most closely related to our work are methods for dynamic embeddings (Kim et al., 2014;
Kulkarni et al., 2015; Hamilton, Leskovec, and Jurafsky, 2016b). These methods train a
separate embedding for each time slice of the data. While interesting, this requires enough
data in each time slice such that a high quality embedding can be trained for each. Further,
because each time slice is trained independently, the dimensions of the embeddings are not
comparable across time; they must use initialization (Kim et al., 2014) or ad-hoc alignment
techniques (Kulkarni et al., 2015; Hamilton, Leskovec, and Jurafsky, 2016b; Zhang et al.,
2016) to stitch them together.
In contrast, the representations of our model for dynamic embeddings are sequential
latent variables. This naturally accommodates time slices with sparse data and assures that
the dimensions of the embeddings are connected across time. In Section 3.1.2, we show that
our method provides improvements over methods that fit each slice independently.
We note that two models similar to ours have been developed independently (Bamler and
Mandt, 2017; Yao et al., 2017). Bamler and Mandt, (2017) model both the embeddings and
the context vectors using an Uhlenbeck-Ornstein process (Uhlenbeck and Ornstein, 1930).
Yao et al., (2017) factorize the pointwise mutual information (pmi) matrix at different time
slices. Their regularization also resembles an Uhlenbeck-Ornstein process. Both employ the
matrix factorization perspective of embeddings (Levy and Goldberg, 2014), while our work
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builds on exponential family embeddings Chapter 2, which generalize embeddings using
exponential families. A related perspective is given by Cotterell et al. (Cotterell et al., 2017)
who show that exponential family PCA can generalize embeddings to higher order tensors.
Another area of related work is dynamic topic models, which are also used to analyze
text data over time (Blei and Lafferty, 2006; Wang and McCallum, 2006; Wang, Blei, and
Heckerman, 2008; Gerrish and Blei, 2010; Wijaya and Yeniterzi, 2011; Yogatama et al.,
2014; Mitra et al., 2014; Mitra et al., 2015; Frermann and Lapata, 2016). This class of
models describes documents in terms of topics, which are distributions over the vocabulary,
and then allows the topics to change. As in dynamic embeddings, some dynamic topic
models use a Gaussian random walk to capture drift in the underlying language model; for
example, see Blei and Lafferty, (2006), Wang, Blei, and Heckerman, (2008), Gerrish and
Blei, (2010), and Frermann and Lapata, (2016).
Though topic models and word embeddings are related, they are ultimately different
approaches to language analysis. Topic models capture co-occurrence of words at the
document level and focus on heterogeneity, i.e., that a document can exhibit multiple topics
(Blei, Ng, and Jordan, 2003). Word embeddings capture co-occurrence in terms of proximity
in the text, usually focusing on small neighborhoods around each word (Mikolov, Yih, and
Zweig, 2013). Combining topic models and word embeddings is an area for future study.
3.1.1 Model Description of Dynamic Embeddings
d-embs extend b-embs to text data over time. Each observation xiv is associated with a time
feature ti , such as the year of the observation. Context vectors are shared across all positions
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Figure 3.2: Graphical representation of a dynamic embedding (d-emb) for text data in T
time slices, X .1/;    ; X .T /. The embedding vectors v of each term evolve over time. The
context vectors are shared across all time slices.
in the text but there is a set of embedding vectors per time slice. Dynamic embeddings posit
a sequence of embeddings for each term .t/v 2 RK while the static context vectors ˛v 2 RK
help ensure that consecutive embeddings are grounded in the same semantic space.
The conditional probabilities are defined similar as in a b-emb (Equation (1.1)) but with
the embedding vector v replaced by the per-time-slice embedding vector .ti /v ,








Dynamic embeddings use a Gaussian random walk as a prior on the embedding vectors,
˛v; 
.0/
v  N .0;  10 I /; .t/v  N ..t 1/v ;  1I /: (3.2)
Given data, this leads to smoothly changing estimates of each term’s embedding.1
1Because ˛ and  appear only as inner products in Equation (3.1), we can capture that their interactions
change over time even by placing temporal dynamics on the embeddings  only. Exploring dynamics in ˛ is a
subject for future study.
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Figure 3.2 gives the graphical model for dynamic embeddings. Dynamic embeddings are
a conditionally specified model, which in general are not guaranteed to imply a consistent
joint distribution. But dynamic Bernoulli embeddings model binary data, and thus a joint
exists (Arnold, Castillo, Sarabia, et al., 2001).
Fitting dynamic embeddings. Calculating the joint is computationally intractable.
Like with Bernoulli embeddings (Chapter 1), we rather fit dynamic embeddings with the
pseudo log likelihood, the sum of the log conditionals, a commonly used objective for
conditional models (Arnold, Castillo, Sarabia, et al., 2001).
The objective L.;˛/ has the same form as the objective of Bernoulli embeddings
(Equation (1.2)). We regularize the pseudo log likelihood with the log priors and then
maximize to obtain a pseudo MAP estimate. The priors (Equation (3.21)) contribute the














jj.t/v   .t 1/v jj2:
The parameters  and ˛ appear in the logit parameters of the log conditionals (Equa-
tion (3.1)) and in the log prior. The log conditionals encourage the embeddings to capture
the co-occurrences of the words while the random walk prior penalizes consecutive word
vectors .t 1/v and .t/v for drifting too far apart. It prioritizes parameter settings for which
the norm of their difference is small.
We fit the objective using stochastic gradients (Robbins and Monro, 1951) and with
adaptive learning rates (Duchi, Hazan, and Singer, 2011b). The negative samples are
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ArXiv ML ACM Senate speeches
2007   2015 1951   2014 1858   2009
slices 9 64 76
slice size 1 year 1 year 2 years
vocab size 50k 25k 25k
words 6:5M 21:6M 13:7M
Table 3.1: Time range and size of the three corpora analyzed in Section 3.1.2.
resampled at each gradient step in the same way as in Chapter 1.2
3.1.2 Empirical Study of Dynamic Embeddings
This empirical study has two parts. In a quantitative evaluation we benchmark dynamic
embeddings against static embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Mikolov et al., 2013a; Rudolph
et al., 2016). We found that dynamic embeddings improve over static embeddings in terms
of the conditional likelihood of held-out predictions. Further, dynamic embeddings perform
better than embeddings trained on the individual time slices (Hamilton, Leskovec, and
Jurafsky, 2016b). In a qualitative evaluation we use fitted dynamic embeddings to extract
which word vectors change most and we visualize their dynamics. Dynamic embeddings
provide a new window into how language changes.
We study three datasets. Their details are summarized in Table 3.8.
Machine Learning Papers (2007 - 2015) This dataset contains the full text from all
machine learning papers (tagged “stat.ML”) published on the ArXiv between April 2007
and June 2015. It spans 9 years and we treat each year as a time slice. The number of ArXiv
papers about machine learning has increased over the years. There were 101 papers in 2007,
while there were 1; 573 papers in 2014.
2Code is available at http://github.com/mariru/dynamic_bernoulli_embeddings
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Computer Science Abstracts (1951 - 2014) This dataset contains abstracts of computer
science papers published by the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) from 1951 to
2014. We treat each year as a time slice and here too, the amount of data increases over the
years. For 1953, there are only around 10 abstracts and their combined length is only 471
words; the total length of the abstracts from 2009 is over 2M.
Senate Speeches (1858 - 2009) This dataset contains all U.S. Senate speeches from
1858 to mid 2009. Here we treat every 2 years as a time slice. Unlike the other datasets, this
is a transcript of spoken language. It contains many infrequent words that occur only in a
few of the time slices.
Preprocessing We convert the text to lowercase and strip it of all punctuation. Frequent
n-grams such as united states are treated as a single term. The vocabulary consists of the
25; 000most frequent terms and all words which are not in the vocabulary are removed. As in
Mikolov et al., (2013a), we additionally remove each word with probability p D 1 p.10 5
fi
/
where fi is the frequency of the word. This effectively downsamples especially the frequent
words and speeds up training.
Quantitative evaluation We compare dynamic embeddings (d-embs) to time-binned
embeddings (t-embs) (Hamilton, Leskovec, and Jurafsky, 2016b) and static embeddings
(s-embs). There are many embedding techniques, without dynamics, that enjoy comparable
performance. For the s-emb, we study Bernoulli embeddings (Chapter 1), which are similar
to cbow with negative sampling (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Mikolov et al., 2013a). For time-
binned embeddings, Hamilton, Leskovec, and Jurafsky, (2016b) train a separate embedding
on each time slice.
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Figure 3.3: The dynamic embedding captures how the usage of the word iraq changes over
the years (1858-2009). The x-axis is time and the y-axis is a one-dimensional projection
of the embeddings using principal component analysis (pca). We include the embedding
neighborhoods for Iraq in the years 1858, 1954, 1980 and 2008.
Evaluation metric. From each time slice 80% of the words are used for training. A
random subsample of 10% of the words is held out for validation and another 10% for testing.
We evaluate models by held-out Bernoulli probability. Given a model, each held-out position
(validation or testing) is associated with a Bernoulli probability for each vocabulary term.
At that position, a better model assigns higher probability to the observed word and lower
probability to the others. This metric is straightforward because the competing methods all
produce Bernoulli conditional likelihoods (Equation (1.1)). Since we hold out chunks of
consecutive words usually both a word and its context are held out. All methods require the
words in the context to compute the conditional likelihoods.
We reportLeval D LposC 1nLneg, where n is the number of negative samples. Renormal-
izing with n assures that the metric is balanced. It equally weights the positive and negative
examples. To make results comparable, all methods are trained with the same n.
Model training and hyperparameters. Each method takes a maximum of 10 passes
over the data. (The corresponding number of stochastic gradient steps depends on the size
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of the minibatches.) The parameters of s-emb are initialized randomly. We initialize both
d-emb and t-emb from a fit of s-emb which has been trained from one pass, and then train
for 9 additional passes. For all methods, we set the dimension of the embeddings to 100 and
the number of negative samples to 20. We study two context sizes, 2 and 8.
Other parameters are set by validation error. All methods use validation error to set the
initial learning rate  and minibatch sizes m. The model selects  2 Œ0:01; 0:1; 1; 10 and
m 2 Œ0:001N; 0:0001N; 0:00001N , whereN is the size of training data. The only parameter
specific to d-emb is the precision of the random drift. To have one less hyper parameter
to tune, we fix the precision on the context vectors and the initial dynamic embeddings to
0 D =1000, a constant multiple of the precision on the dynamic embeddings. We choose
 2 Œ1; 10 by validation error.
Results. We train each model on each training set and use each validation set for
selecting parameters like the minibatch size and the learning rate. Table 3.9 reports the
results on the test set. Dynamic embeddings consistently have higher held-out likelihood.
Qualitative exploration There are different reasons for a word’s usage to change over
the course of a collection. Words can become obsolete or obtain a new meaning. As society
makes progress and words are used to describe that progress, that progress also gradually
changes the meaning of words. A word might also have multiple alternative meanings. Over
time, one meaning might become more relevant than the other. We now show how to use
dynamic embeddings to explore text data and to discover such changes in the usage of words.
A word’s embedding neighborhood helps visualize its usage and how it changes over
time. It is simply a list of other words with similar usage. For a given query word (e.g.,
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ArXiv ML
context size 2 context size 8
s-emb [Chapter 1]  2:77  2:54
t-emb [Hamilton, Leskovec, and Jurafsky, 2016b]  2:97  2:81
d-emb [this work]  2:58  2:44
Senate speeches
context size 2 context size 8
s-emb [Chapter 1]  2:41  2:29
t-emb [Hamilton, Leskovec, and Jurafsky, 2016b]  2:44  2:46
d-emb [this work]  2:33  2:28
ACM
context size 2 context size 8
s-emb [Chapter 1]  2:48  2:30
t-emb [Hamilton, Leskovec, and Jurafsky, 2016b]  2:55  2:42
d-emb [this work]  2:45  2:27
Table 3.2: Dynamic embedding (d-emb) consistently achieve highest held-out Leval. We
compare to static embedding (s-emb) (Mikolov et al., 2013a), and time-binned embedding
(t-emb) (Hamilton, Leskovec, and Jurafsky, 2016b). The largest standard error on the
held-out predictions is 0:002 which means all reported results are significant.
computer) we take its index v and select the top ten words according to
neighborhood.v; t/ D argsortw
 
sign..t/v />.t/w
jj.t/v jj  jj.t/w jj
!
: (3.3)
As an example, we fit a dynamic embedding fit to the Senate speeches. Table 3.3 gives
the embedding neighborhoods of computer for the years 1858 and 1986. Its usage changed
dramatically over the years. In 1858, a computer was a profession, a person who was
hired to compute things. Now the profession is obsolete; computer refers to the electronic
device. Another example in Table 3.3 is the word data, from a d-emb of the ACM abstracts.













1961 1969 1991 2014
directories repositories voluminous data streams
files voluminous raw data voluminous
bibliographic lineage repositories raw data
formatted metadata data streams warehouses
retrieval snapshots data sources dws
publishing data streams volumes repositories
archival raw data dws data sources
archives cleansing dsms data mining
Table 3.3: Dynamic embeddings reveal how word usage changes. In the Senate speeches
from 1858, the word computer used to describe a profession. By 1986, the digital computer
has been invented and the profession of people who compute things has become obsolete.
The most similar words to the word data over the years, according to a dynamic embedding
fitted to abstracts of the ACM journal, also attest to technological development.
Finding changing words with absolute drift. We have highlighted example words
whose usage changes. However, not all words have changing usage. We now define a metric
to discover which words change most.
words with largest drift (Senate)
iraq 3.09 coin 2.39
tax cuts 2.84 social security 2.38
health care 2.62 fine 2.38
energy 2.55 signal 2.38
medicare 2.55 program 2.36
discipline 2.44 moves 2.35
text 2.41 credit 2.34
values 2.40 unemployment 2.34
Table 3.4: A list of the top 16 words whose dynamic embedding on Senate speeches changes
most. The number represents the absolute drift (Equation (3.4)). The dynamics of the
capitalized words are in Table 3.5 and discussed in the text.
One way to find words that change is to use absolute drift. For word v, it is






















Table 3.5: Embedding neighborhoods extracted from a dynamic embedding fitted to Senate
speeches (1858 - 2009). discipline, values, fine, and unemployment are within the







1858 1945 1962 1988 1990
punishing indecent indecent intimidation servitude
immoral vile harassment prostitution harassment
illegitimate immoral intimidation counterfeit intimidation
Table 3.6: Using dynamic embeddings we can study a social phenomenon of interest. We
pick a target word of interest, such as jobs or prostitution and create their embedding
neighborhoods (Equation (3.3)).
This is the Euclidean distance between the word’s embedding at the last and at the first step.
In the Senate speeches, Table 3.4 shows the 16 words that have largest absolute drift. The
word iraq has largest drift. Figure 3.3 highlights iraq’s embedding neighborhood in four
time slices: 1858, 1950, 1980, and 2008. At first the neighborhood contains other countries
and regions. Later, Arab countries move to the top of the neighborhood, suggesting that the
speeches start to use rhetoric more specific to Arab countries. In 1980, Iraq invades Iran and
the Iran-Iraq war begins. In these years, words such as troops, and invasion appear in the
embedding neighborhood. By 2008, the neighborhood contains terror, and terrorism.
Four other words with large drift are discipline, values, fine and unemployment
(Table 3.4). Table 3.5 shows their embedding neighborhoods. Of these words, discipline,
values and, fine have multiple meanings. Their neighborhoods reflect how the dominant
meaning changes over time. For example, values can be either a numerical quantity or
can be used to refer to moral values and principles. In contrast, iraq and unemployment
are both words which have always had the same definition. Yet, the evolution of their
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neighborhood captures changes in the way they are used.
Changepoint analysis. We use the fitted dynamic embeddings to find instances in time
where a word’s usage changes drastically. We make no assumption that a word’s meaning
makes only a single phase transition (Kulkarni et al., 2015). Since in our formulation of
d-emb the context vectors are shared between all time slices, the embeddings are grounded
in one semantic space and no postprocessing is needed to align the embeddings. We can
directly compute large jumps in word usage on the learned embedding vectors.
For each word, we compute a list of time slices where the word’s usage changed most.
max change.v/ D argsortt
 
jj.t/v   .t 1/v jjP
w jj.t/w   .t 1/w jj
!
: (3.5)
The changes in time slice t are normalized by how much all other words changed within
the same time slice. The normalization, makes the max change ranking sensitive to time
slices in which a word’s embedding drifted farthest, compared to how far other words drifted
within the time slice.
For example, for the word iraq the largest change is in the years 1990-1992. Indeed, that
year the Gulf war started. Note that this is consistent with Figure 3.3 where we see in the one
dimensional projection of the trajectory of the embedding a large jump around the year 1990.
The trajectory in the Figure captures only the variation in the first principal component, while
Equation 3.5 measures difference of embedding vectors in all the dimensions combined.
Next, we examine in which years many words changed most in terms of their usage. In
Figure 3.4 is a histogram of the years in which each word changed the most. For example,
iraq falls into the 1990-1992 bin, together with almost 300 other words which also had
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their largest relative change in 1990 - 1992. We can see that the bin with the most words
(marked in red) is 1946-1947 which marks the end of the Second World War. Almost 1000
words had their largest relative change in that time slice.
In Table 3.7 is a list of the 10 words with the largest change in the years 1946-1947. On
top of the list is marshall, the middle name of John Marshall Harlan, and John Marshall
Harlan II, father and son who both served as U.S. Supreme Court Justices. It is also the last
name of George Marshall who became the U.S. Secretary of State in 1947. He conceived
and carried out the Marshall plan, an economic relief program to aid post-war Europe.
In Table 3.7 are the embedding neighborhoods for marshall before and after the
1946-1947 time bin. In 1944-1945, marshall is similar to other names with importance
to the U.S. judicial system but by 1948-1950 the most similar word is plan as the Marshall
plan is now frequently discussed in the U.S. Senate Speeches.
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Figure 3.4: According to d-emb fitted to the
Senate Speeches, most words change most in
the 1947-1947 time slice. Table 3.7 lists the
10 words that change most during that time.
Table 3.7: d-emb identifies marshall, as
the word changing most in 1946-1947. On
the left is a list of the top words with largest
change in the time bin marked red in Fig-
ure 3.4. On the right, are the embedding
neighborhoods of marshall before and af-
ter the jump.




















Dynamic embeddings as a tool to study a text. Our hope is that dynamic embeddings
provide a suggestive tool for understanding change in language. For example, researchers
interested in unemployment can complement their investigation by looking at the embed-
ding neighborhood of related words such as employment, jobs or labor. In Table 3.6 we
list the neighborhoods of jobs for the years 1858, 1938, and 2008. In 2008 the embedding
neighborhood contains words like create and creating, suggesting a different outlook on
jobs than in earlier years.
Another interesting example is prostitution. It used to be immoral and vile,
went to indecent, and in modern days it is considered harassment. We note the word
prostitution is not a frequent word. On average, it is used once per time slice and, in
two thirds of the time slices, it is not mentioned at all. Yet, the model is able to learn about
prostitution and the temporal evolution of the embedding neighborhood reveals how over
the years a judgemental stance turns into concern over a social issue.
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3.1.3 Discussion of Dynamic Embeddings
We described dynamic embeddings, distributed representations of words that drift over
the course of the collection. Building on Chapter 1 , we formulate word embeddings with
conditional probabilistic models and then incorporate dynamics with a Gaussian random
walk prior. We fit dynamic embeddings to language data using stochastic optimization.
We used dynamic embeddings to analyze 3 datasets: 8 years of machine learning papers,
63 years of computer science abstracts, and 151 years of U.S. Senate speeches. Dynamic
embeddings provide a better fit than static embeddings and other methods that account for
time. In addition, dynamic embeddings can help identify interesting ways in which language
changes. A word’s meaning can change (e.g., computer); its dominant meaning can change
(e.g., values); or its related subject matter can change (e.g., iraq).
3.2 Hierarchical and Amortized Embeddings
We develop hierarchical and amortized embeddings, extensions of ef-emb for studying how
embeddings can vary across groups of related data. Since both hierarchical and amortized
embeddings accommodate data divided into some group structure, we call both methods
structured embedding (s-emb). We will study several examples: in U.S. Congressional
speeches, word usage can vary across states or party affiliations; in scientific literature,
the usage patterns of technical terms can vary across fields; in supermarket shopping data,
co-purchase patterns of items can vary across seasons of the year. We will see that s-emb
discovers a per-group embedding representation of objects. While the naïve approach of
fitting an individual embedding model for each group would typically suffer from lack of
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data—especially in groups for which fewer observations are available—we develop two
methods that can share information across groups.
Figure 3.5(a) illustrates the kind of variation that we can capture. We fit an s-emb to
ArXiv abstracts grouped into different sections, such as computer science (cs), quantitative
finance (q-fin), and nonlinear sciences (nlin). S-emb results in a per-section embedding
of each term in the vocabulary. Using the fitted embeddings, we illustrate similar words to
the word intelligence. We can see that how intelligence is used varies by field: in
computer science the most similar words include artificial and ai; in finance, similar
words include abilities and consciousness.
Like the ef-emb of Chapter 2, s-emb maintains two types of representation vectors for
each term in the vocabulary; embedding vectors and context vectors. (We use the language
of text for concreteness; as we mentioned, ef-emb extend to other types of data.) Each word
has a separate embedding vector for each group, but the context vectors are shared; this
ensures that the embedding vectors are in the same space.
We propose two methods to share statistical strength among the embedding vectors. The
first approach is based on hierarchical modeling (Gelman et al., 2003), which assumes that
the group-specific embedding representations are tied through a global embedding. The
second approach is based on amortization (Dayan et al., 1995; Gershman and Goodman,
2014), which considers that the individual embeddings are the output of a deterministic
function of a global embedding representation. Here too, we use stochastic optimization on
a pseudo-likelihood objective to fit large data sets.
Our work relates closely to two threads of research in the embedding literature. One is
embedding methods that study how language evolves over time (Kim et al., 2014; Kulkarni
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(a) s-emb uncovers variations in the usage of the word intelligence. (b) Graphical repres. of s-emb.
Figure 3.5: (a) intelligence is used differently across the ArXiv sections. Words with
the closest embedding to the query are listed for 5 sections. (The embeddings were obtained
by fitting an amortized s-emb.) The method automatically orders the sections along the
horizontal axis by their similarity in the usage of intelligence. See Section 3.2.2 for
additional details. (b) Graphical representation of s-emb for data in S categories. The
embedding vectors .s/v are specific to each group, and the context vectors ˛v are shared
across all categories.
et al., 2015; Hamilton, Leskovec, and Jurafsky, 2016b; Rudolph and Blei, 2017; Bamler and
Mandt, 2017; Yao et al., 2017). Time can be thought of as a type of “group”, though with
evolutionary structure that we do not consider here. For the d-emb developed in Section 3.1,
we were able to exploit the temporal ordering of the groups through a Gaussian random walk
prior on the embeddings. Here we assume no knowledge on how the groups are related to
each other. The second thread is multilingual embeddings (Klementiev, Titov, and Bhattarai,
2012; Mikolov, Le, and Sutskever, 2013; Ammar et al., 2016; Zou et al., 2013); our approach
is different in that most words appear in all groups and we are interested in the variations
of the embeddings across those groups. In Section 3.4, we will consider a hierarchical
embedding model for multilingual data.
Our contributions are thus as follows. We introduce the s-embmodel, extending ef-emb
to grouped data. We present two techniques to share statistical strength among the embedding
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data embedding of groups grouped by size
ArXiv abstracts text 15k terms 19 subject areas 15M words
Senate speeches text 15k terms 83 home state/party 20M words
Shopping data counts 5:5k items 12 months 0:5M trips
Table 3.8: Group structure and size of the three corpora analyzed in Section 3.2.2.
vectors, one based on hierarchical modeling and one based on amortization. We carry out an
experimental study on two text databases, ArXiv papers by section and U.S. Congressional
speeches by home state and political party. Using Poisson embeddings, we study market
basket data from a large grocery store, grouped by season. On all three data sets, s-emb
outperforms ef-emb in terms of held-out log-likelihood. Qualitatively, we demonstrate
how s-emb discovers which words are used most differently across U.S. states and political
parties, and show how word usage changes in different ArXiv disciplines.
3.2.1 Model Description of Hierarchical and Amortized Embeddings
In this section, we develop s-emb, a model that builds on ef-emb Chapter 2 to capture
semantic variations across groups of data. We are interested in how the embeddings vary
across groups of data, and for each object we want to learn a separate embedding vector for
each group. Having a separate embedding for each group allows us to study how the usage
of a word like intelligence varies across categories of the ArXiv, or which words are
used most differently by U.S. Senators depending on which state they are from and whether
they are Democrats or Republicans.
Model. Here, we describe the s-emb model for grouped data. In text, some examples
of grouped data are Congressional speeches grouped into political parties or scientific
documents grouped by discipline. Our goal is to learn group-specific embeddings from data
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partitioned into S groups, i.e., each instance i is associated with a group si 2 f1; : : : ; Sg. The
s-emb model extends ef-emb to learn a separate set of embedding vectors for each group.
Each term v has a single context vector ˛v 2 RK and S embedding vectors, .s/v 2 RK , one
for each group s. These parameters are combined in the conditional likelihoods of an ef-emb
(Equation (2.1)) with the embedding v in Equation (2.3) replaced by the group-specific
embedding .si /v . Wich group-specific embedding to use is determined by which group the
observation belongs to. We show a graphical representation of the s-emb in Figure 3.5(b).
Sharing the context vectors ˛v has two advantages. First, the shared structure reduces
the number of parameters, while the resulting s-emb model is still flexible to capture how
differently words are used across different groups, as .s/v is allowed to vary. Second, it
has the important effect of uniting all embedding parameters in the same space, as the
group-specific vectors .s/v need to agree with the components of ˛v. While one could learn
a separate embedding model for each group, as has been done for text grouped into time
slices (Kim et al., 2014; Kulkarni et al., 2015; Hamilton, Leskovec, and Jurafsky, 2016b),
this approach would require ad-hoc postprocessing steps to align the embeddings.3
When there are S groups, the s-embmodel has S times as many embedding vectors than
the standard embedding model. This may complicate inferences about the group-specific
vectors, especially for groups with less data. Additionally, an object v may appear with very
low frequency in a particular group. Thus, the naïve approach for building the s-emb model
without additional structure may be detrimental for the quality of the embeddings, especially
for small-sized groups. To address this problem, we propose two different methods to tie the
3Another potential advantage of the proposed parameter sharing structure is that, when the context vectors
are held fixed, the resulting objective function is convex, by the convexity properties of exponential families
(Wainwright and Jordan, 2008).
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individual .s/v together, sharing statistical strength among them. The first approach consists
in a hierarchical embedding structure. The second approach is based on amortization. In
both methods, we introduce a set of global embedding vectors .0/v , and impose a particular
structure to generate .s/v from .0/v .
Hierarchical embedding structure. Here, we impose a hierarchical structure that
allows sharing statistical strength among the per-group variables. For that, we assume that














Fitting the hierarchical model involves maximizing Equation (3.6) with respect to ˛v,

.0/
v , and .s/v . We note that we have not reduced the number of parameters to be inferred;
rather, we tie them together through a common prior distribution. We use stochastic gradient
ascent to maximize Equation (3.6).
Amortization. The idea of amortization has been applied in the literature to develop
amortized inference algorithms (Dayan et al., 1995; Gershman and Goodman, 2014). The
main insight behind amortization is to reuse inferences about past experiences when presented
with a new task, leveraging the accumulated knowledge to quickly solve the new problem.
Here, we use amortization to control the number of parameters of the s-emb model. In
particular, we set the per-group embeddings .s/v to be the output of a deterministic function
of the global embedding vectors, .s/v D fs..0/v /. We use a different function fs./ for
each group s, and we parameterize them using neural networks, similarly to other works
on amortized inference (Korattikara et al., 2015; Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende,
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Mohamed, and Wierstra, 2014; Mnih and Gregor, 2014). Unlike standard uses of amortized
inference, in s-emb the input to the functions fs./ is unobserved and must be estimated
together with the parameters of the functions fs./.
Depending on the architecture of the neural networks, the amortization can significantly
reduce the number of parameters in the model (as compared to the non-amortized model),
while still having the flexibility to model different embedding vectors for each group. The
number of parameters in the s-emb model is KL.S C 1/, where S is the number of groups,
K is the dimensionality of the embedding vectors, and L is the number of objects (e.g., the
vocabulary size). With amortization, we reduce the number of parameters to 2KLC SP ,
where P is the number of parameters of the neural network. Since typically L P , this
corresponds to a significant reduction in the number of parameters, even when P scales
linearly with K.
In the amortized s-emb model, we need to introduce a new set of parameters .s/ 2 RP
for each group s, corresponding to the neural network parameters. Given these, the group-
specific embedding vectors .s/v are obtained as
.s/v D fs..0/v / D f ..0/v I.s//: (3.7)
We compare two architectures for the function fs./: fully connected feed-forward neural
networks and residual networks (He et al., 2016). For both, we consider one hidden layer
withH units. Hence, the network parameters .s/ are two weight matrices,
.s/ D fW .s/1 2 RHK ; W .s/2 2 RKH g; (3.8)
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i.e., P D 2KH parameters. The neural network takes as input the global embedding vector

.0/
v , and it outputs the group-specific embedding vectors .s/v . The mathematical expression
for .s/v for a feed-forward neural network and a residual network is respectively given by


















where we have considered the hyperbolic tangent nonlinearity. The main difference between
both network architectures is that the residual network focuses on modeling how the group-
specific embedding vectors .s/v differ from the global vectors .0/v . That is, if all weights
were set to 0, the feed-forward network would output 0, while the residual network would
output the global vector .0/v for all groups.
The objective function under amortization is given by







xcvi I˛; .0/; 

: (3.11)
We maximize this objective with respect to ˛v, .0/v , and .s/ using stochastic gradient ascent.
We implement the hierarchical and amortized s-emb models in TensorFlow (Abadi et al.,
2016), which allows us to leverage automatic differentiation.4
4Code is available at https://github.com/mariru/structured_embeddings
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3.2.2 Empirical Study of Hierarchical and Amortized Embeddings
Data. We apply the s-emb on three datasets: ArXiv papers, U.S. Senate speeches, and
purchases on supermarket grocery shopping data. We describe these datasets below, and we
provide a summary of the datasets in Table 3.8.
ArXiv papers: This dataset contains the abstracts of papers published on the ArXiv under
the 19 different tags between April 2007 and June 2015. We treat each tag as a group and fit
s-emb with the goal of uncovering which words have the strongest shift in usage. We split
the abstracts into training, validation, and test sets, with proportions of 80%, 10%, and 10%,
respectively.
Senate speeches: This dataset contains U.S. Senate speeches from 1994 to mid 2009.
In contrast to the ArXiv collection, it is a transcript of spoken language. We group the
data into state of origin of the speaker and his or her party affiliation. Only affiliations
with the Republican and Democratic Party are considered. As a result, there are 83 groups
(Republicans from Alabama, Democrats from Alabama, Republicans from Arkansas, etc.).
Some of the state/party combinations are not available in the data, as some of the 50 states
have only had Senators with the same party affiliation. We split the speeches into training
(80%), validation (10%), and testing (10%).
Grocery shopping data: This dataset contains the purchases of 3; 206 customers. The
data covers a period of 97 weeks. After removing low-frequency items, the data contains
5; 590 unique items at the upc (Universal Product Code) level. We split the data into a
training, test, and validation sets, with proportions of 90%, 5%, and 5%, respectively. The
training data contains 515; 867 shopping trips and 5; 370; 623 purchases in total.
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For the text corpora, we fix the vocabulary to the 15k most frequent terms and remove
all words that are not in the vocabulary. Following Mikolov et al., (2013a), we additionally
remove each word with probability 1  p10 5=fv, where fv is the word frequency. This
downsamples especially the frequent words and speeds up training. (Sizes reported in
Table 3.8 are the number of words remaining after preprocessing.)
Models. Our goal is to fit the s-emb model on these datasets. For the text data, we use
the Bernoulli distribution as the conditional exponential family, while for the shopping data
we use the Poisson distribution, which is more appropriate for count data.
On each dataset, we compare four approaches based on s-embwith two ef-emb (Rudolph
et al., 2016) baselines. All are fit using sgd (Robbins and Monro, 1951). In particular, we
compare the following methods:
 A global ef-emb model, which cannot capture group structure.
 Separate ef-emb models, fitted independently on each group.
 (this work) s-emb without hierarchical structure or amortization.
 (this work) s-emb with hierarchical group structure.
 (this work) s-emb, amortized with a feed-forward neural network (Equation (3.9)).
 (this work) s-emb, amortized using a residual network (Equation (3.10)).
Experimental setup and hyperparameters. For text we set the dimension of the
embeddings to K D 100, the number of hidden units toH D 25, and we experiment with
two context sizes, 2 and 8.5 In the shopping data, we use K D 50 and H D 20, and we
randomly truncate the context of baskets larger than 20 to reduce their size to 20. For both
5To save space we report results for context size 8 only. Context size 2 shows the same relative performance.
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methods, we use 20 negative samples.
For all methods, we subsample minibatches of data in the same manner. Each minibatch
contains subsampled observations from all groups and each group is subsampled propor-
tionally to its size. For text, the words subsampled from within a group are consecutive, and
for shopping data the observations are sampled at the shopping trip level. This sampling
scheme reduces the bias from imbalanced group sizes. For text, we use a minibatch size
of N=10000, where N is the size of the corpus, and we run 5 passes over the data; for the
shopping data we use N=100 and run 50 passes. We use the default learning rate setting of
TensorFlow for Adam6 (Kingma and Ba, 2015).
We use the standard initialization schemes for the neural network parameters. The
weights are drawn from a uniform distribution bounded at ˙p6=pK CH (Glorot and
Bengio, 2010). For the embeddings, we try 3 initialization schemes and choose the best one
based on validation error. In particular, these schemes are: (1) all embeddings are drawn
from the Gaussian prior implied by the regularizer; (2) the embeddings are initialized from a
global embedding; (3) the context vectors are initialized from a global embedding and held
constant, while the embeddings vectors are drawn randomly from the prior. Finally, for each
method we choose the regularization variance from the set f100; 10; 1; 0:1g, also based on
validation error.
Runtime. We implemented all methods in Tensorflow. On the Senate speeches, the
runtime of s-emb is 4:3 times slower than the runtime of global ef-emb, hierarchical
ef-emb is 4:6 times slower than the runtime of global ef-emb, and amortized s-emb is 3:3
6Adam needs to track a history of the gradients for each parameter that is being optimized. One advantage
from reducing the number of parameters with amortization is that it results in a reduced computational overhead
for Adam (as well as for other adaptive stepsize schedules).
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times slower than the runtime of global ef-emb. (The Senate speeches have the most groups
and hence the largest difference in runtime between methods.)
Evaluation metric. We evaluate the fits by held-out pseudo (log-)likelihood. For
each model, we compute the test pseudo log-likelihood, according to the exponential family
distribution used (Bernoulli or Poisson). For each test entry, a better model will assign higher
probability to the observed word or item, and lower probability to the negative samples. This
is a fair metric because the competing methods all produce conditional likelihoods from the
same exponential family.7 To make results comparable, we train and evaluate all methods
with the same number of negative samples (20). The reported held out likelihoods give equal
weight to the positive and negative samples.
Quantitative results. We show the test pseudo log-likelihood of all methods in Table 3.9
and report that our method outperforms the baseline in all experiments. We find that s-
emb with either hierarchical structure or amortization outperforms the competing methods
based on standard ef-emb highlighted in bold. This is because the global ef-emb ignores
per-group variations, whereas the separate ef-emb cannot share information across groups.
The results of the global ef-emb baseline are better than fitting separate ef-emb (the other
baseline), but unlike the other methods the global ef-emb cannot be used for the exploratory
analysis of variations across groups. Our results show that using a hierarchical s-emb is
always better than using the simple s-embmodel or fitting a separate ef-emb on each group.
The hierarchical structure helps, especially for the Senate speeches, where the data is divided
into many groups. Among the amortized s-emb models we developed, at least amortization
7Since we hold out chunks of consecutive words usually both a word and its context are held out. For all
methods we have to use the words in the context to compute the conditional likelihoods.
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ArXiv papers Senate speeches Shopping data
Global ef-emb (Rudolph et al., 2016)  2:176˙ 0:005  2:239˙ 0:002  0:772˙ 0:000
Separated ef-emb (Rudolph et al., 2016)  2:500˙ 0:012  2:915˙ 0:004  0:807˙ 0:002
s-emb  2:287˙ 0:007  2:645˙ 0:002  0:770˙ 0:001
s-emb (hierarchical)  2:170˙ 0:003  2:217˙ 0:001  0:767˙ 0:000
s-emb (amortiz+feedf)  2:153˙ 0:004  2:484˙ 0:002  0:774˙ 0:000
s-emb (amortiz+resnet)  2:120˙ 0:004  2:249˙ 0:002  0:762˙ 0:000
Table 3.9: Test log-likelihood on the three considered datasets. s-emb consistently achieves
the highest held-out likelihood. The competing methods are the global ef-emb, which can
not capture group variations, and the separate ef-emb, which cannot share information
across groups.
with residual networks outperforms the base s-emb. The advantage of residual networks
over feed-forward neural networks is consistent with the results reported by (He et al., 2016).
While both hierarchical s-emb and amortized s-emb share information about the embed-
ding of a particular word across groups (through the global embedding .0/v ), amortization
additionally ties the embeddings of all words within a group (through learning the neural
network of that group). We hypothesize that for the Senate speeches, which are split into
many groups, this is a strong modeling constraint, while it helps for all other experiments.
Structured embeddings reveal a spectrum of word usage. We have motivated s-emb
with the example that the usage of intelligence varies by ArXiv category (Figure 3.5(a)).
We now explain how for each term the per-group embeddings place the groups on a spectrum.
For a specific term v we take its embeddings vectors f.s/v g for all groups s, and project them
onto a one-dimensional space using the first component of pca. This is a one-dimensional
summary of how close the embeddings of v are across groups. Such comparison is possible
because the s-emb shares the context vectors, which grounds the embedding vectors in a
joint space.
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The spectrum for the word intelligence along its first principal component is the
horizontal axis in Figure 3.5(a). The dots are the projections of the group-specific embeddings
for that word. (The embeddings come from a fitted s-emb with feed-forward amortization.)
We can see that in an unsupervised manner, the method has placed together groups related
to physics on one end on the spectrum, while computer science, statistics and math are on
the other end of the spectrum.
To give additional intuition of what the usage of intelligence is at different locations
on the spectrum, we have listed the 8 most similar words for the groups computer science
(cs), quantitative finance (q-fin), math (math), statistics (stat), and nonlinear sciences (nlin).
Word similarities are computed using cosine distance in the embedding space. Even though
their embeddings are relatively close to each other on the spectrum, the model has the
flexibility to capture high variability in the lists of similar words.
Exploring group variations with structured embeddings. The result of the s-emb
also allows us to investigate which words have the highest deviation from their average usage
for each group. For example, in the Congressional speeches, there are many terms that we
do not expect the Senators to use differently (e.g., most stopwords). We might however
want to ask a question like “which words do Republicans from Texas use most differently
from other Senators?” By suggesting an answer, our method can guide an exploratory









from within the top 1k words.
Table 3.10 shows a summary of our findings (the full table is in the Appendix). According
to the s-emb (with residual network amortization), Republican Senators from Texas use
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texas florida iowa washington
border medicaid bankruptcy agriculture prescription washington
our country prescription water farmers drug energy
iraq medicare waste food drugs oil
Table 3.10: List of the three most different words for different groups for the Congressional
speeches. s-emb uncovers which words are used most differently by Republican Senators
(red) and Democratic Senators (blue) from different states. The complete table is in the
Appendix.
border and the phrase our country in different contexts than other Senators.
Some of these variations are probably influenced by term frequency, as we expect
Democrats from Washington to talk about washington more frequently than other states.
But we argue that our method provides more insights than a frequency based analysis, as it is
also sensitive to the context in which a word appears. For example, washington might in
some groups be used more often in the context of president and george, while in others
it might appear in the context of dc and capital, or it may refer to the state.
3.2.3 Discussion of Hierarchical and Amortized Embeddings
We have presented several structured extensions of ef-emb for modeling grouped data.
Hierarchical s-emb can capture variations in word usage across groups while sharing
statistical strength between them through a hierarchical prior. Amortization is an effective
way to reduce the number of parameters in the hierarchical model. The amortized s-emb
model leverages the expressive power of neural networks to reduce the number of parameters,
while still having the flexibility to capture variations between the embeddings of each group.
Below are practical guidelines for choosing a s-emb.
How can I fit embeddings that vary across groups of data? To capture variations
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across groups, never fit a separate embedding model for each group. We recommend at
least sharing the context vectors, as all the s-emb models do. This ensures that the latent
dimensions of the embeddings are aligned across groups. In addition to sharing context
vectors, we also recommend sharing statistical strength between the embedding vectors. In
this chapter we have presented two ways to do so, hierarchical modeling and amortization.
Should I use a hierarchical prior or amortization? The answer depends on how
many groups the data contain. In our experiments, the hierarchical s-emb works better when
there are many groups. With less groups, the amortized s-emb works better.
The advantage of the amortized s-emb is that it has fewer parameters than the hierarchical
model, while still having the flexibility to capture across-group variations. The global
embeddings in an amortized s-emb have two roles. They capture the semantic similarities of
the words, and they also serve as the input into the amortization networks. Thus, the global
embeddings of words with similar pattern of across-group variation need to be in regions
of the embedding space that lead to similar modifications by the amortization network. As
the number of groups in the data increases, these two roles become harder to balance. We
hypothesize that this is why the amortized s-emb has stronger performance when there are
fewer groups.
Should I use feed-forward or residual networks? To amortize a s-emb we recom-
mend residual networks. They perform better than the feed-forward networks in all of our
experiments. While the feed-forward network has to output the entire meaning of a word in
the group-specific embedding, the residual network only needs the capacity to model how
the group-specific embedding differs from the global embedding.
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3.3 Word2Net: Deep Embeddings
The goal in word2net is to learn a neural network representation for each word. Here we
present a model for learning the word networks as well as a parameter sharing scheme that
allows us to incorporate part-of-speech information into the task of learning distributed
representation. We describe how to calculate semantic similarities between the fitted word
networks and show that qualitatively the learned embeddings seem reasonable.
Our goal is to learn neural network representations of words, deep representations that
capture each word’s meaning. To this end, we develop word2net. Given text data, word2net
learns a collection of word networks, one for each term of the vocabulary. These networks
enjoy greater representational capacity than their classical vector counterparts.
Figure 3.7a illustrates the intuition behind word2net. Consider the term increase. The
top of the figure shows an observation of this term as well as its surrounding words. (This
excerpt is from U.S. Senate speeches.) For this observation, the word2net objective contains
the probability of a binary variable xi;increase D 1 conditional on the context, i.e., the sum
of the the context vectors of the surrounding words. This variable represents that increase
















Figure 3.6: Word2net can exploit syntactic information to learn semantic similarities. We
compare the top 3 most similar words returned by cbow (left) and word2net (right) to the
query words me, because, and say. Additional results and a comparison to cbow with
pos information is in Table 3.15.
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For word2net, the conditional probability of xi;increase D 1 is the output of a multilayer
network that takes the context as input. Each layer of the network transforms the context
into a new hidden representation, reweighting the latent features according to their relevance
for predicting the occurrence of increase. In general, the word networks can capture
non-linear interactions between co-occurring words; this leads to a better model of language.
Note that not illustrated are the 0-variables, i.e., the negative samples, which correspond to
terms that are not at position i . In word2net, their probabilities (of being equal to zero) also
come from their corresponding word networks.
Another benefit of word2net is that the multilayer architecture of the word networks
provides opportunities to share parameters. Here we study word2net models that share
parameters based on part-of-speech (pos) tags, where the parameters of certain layers of
each network are shared by all terms tagged with the same pos tag.
Figure 3.7b illustrates this idea. The network in this figure is specific to increase as a
noun (as opposed to a verb). The parameters of the first layer (orange) are shared among all
nouns in the collection; the other layers (blue) are specific to increase. Thus, the networks
for increase/noun and increase/verb differ in how the first layer promotes the latent
aspects of the context, i.e., according to which context features are more relevant for each
pos tag.
Word2net with pos can consider the two forms of increase separately. Figure 3.7c
shows the most similar words to each type of increase; the method correctly picks out
tagged words related to the verb and related to the noun. In similar analyses, Figure 3.6
shows the most similar words to me as a pronoun and say as a verb, both for word2net and
vector-based embeddings. Word2net with pos provides more interpretable embeddings.
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... were opposed to the increase of the circulation of ...
Under review as a conference paper at ICLR 2018
        
verb (v) noun (n)
decrease v cut n
doubling v amount n
increases v saving n
supply v limit n
cost v amounts n
estimates v decreases n
cut v increases n
raising v decrease n
amount v declines n
half adj amounting n
Figure 1: An illustration of deep Bernoulli embeddings. (top left) In word2net, each vocabulary
word v is represented by a neural network parameterized by ˇv . The word network takes as input
the sum of the context vectors ˛v0 of the words in the context and outputs the occurrence probability
of the target word. (bottom left) Word2net enables sharing one the layers across all occurrences of
words with a given     tag. (right) Using     sharing, we can find the most similar word/tag pairs
to a given query. In the example, the queries are         /     and         /    . The most
similar word/tag pairs for the former include mostly verbs such as “decrease,” while for the latter the
most similar results are nouns such as “cut.”
neural network that outputs the probability of that word (Figure 1a). If we are given the     tags
of the words, we may use parameter sharing instead in order to form a per-word per-tag neural
network (Figure 1b). Finally, we also propose a method for computing similarities between the neural
network representations of the words and demonstrate that they capture semantic (and even syntactic)
similarities (Figure 1c).
In our empirical study, we show that parameter sharing in word2net performs better than applying
word2vec or standard Benoulli embeddings on the augmented vocabulary of word/tag pairs. We also
demonstrate that deep Bernoulli embeddings provide better predictive log-likelihood when compared
to word2vec or standard Bernoulli embeddings.
  R           
fjrr: moved this to the introduction, needs rewriting here Word embedding models learn semantic
features of words by exploiting the co-occurrence patterns of words in a collection of documents. There
are many extensions and variants of word embeddings (Bengio et al., 2003; 2006; Mnih & Hinton,
2007; Mikolov et al., 2013a;b;c; Pennington et al., 2014; Mnih & Teh, 2012; Mnih & Kavukcuoglu,
2013; Levy & Goldberg, 2014; Vilnis & McCallum, 2015; Barkan, 2016; Bamler & Mandt, 2017).
Most of these approaches rely on a log-bilinear model, in which the emission probabilities depend
on a dot product of the word embedding vectors and the context vectors, as opposed to the deep
neural network architectures proposed by Bengio et al. (2003; 2006) and Mnih & Hinton (2007). Our
model di ers from these deep neural network architectures in two ways. First, we have a separate
network for each vocabulary word, instead of a single network that outputs the logits for all words in
the vocabulary. Our perspective of a bank of parallel binary classification problems allows for faster
optimization of the networks. Second, our architecture enables incorporating side information (such
as part of speech tags) in specific layers of the network. Recall that word embeddings (without any
further structure) tend to capture semantic properties of the words, and the syntactic properties they
encode are typically redundant (Andreas & Klein, 2014), so there is room for improvement with a
model that allows for additional syntactic structure.
We adopt the perspective of exponential family embeddings (Rudolph et al., 2016), which extend
word embeddings to datasets beyond text. There are also some variants and extensions of exponential
family embeddings (Rudolph & Blei, 2017; Rudolph et al., 2017; Liu & Blei, 2017; Liu et al., 2017),





Figure 3.7: An illustration of word2net. (a) In word2net, each term v is repr sented by
a neural network with weights ˇ.`/v . The word network predicts the probability of a target
word (increase, shown in blue) from its context (green). The input is the sum of the
context vectors and the output is the occurrence probability of the target. (b) Word2net can
incorporate syntactic information by sharing an entire layer (orange) between words with the
same pos tag (noun in this case). (c) The fitted word2net with pos sharing can be queried
for semantic similariti s of the word netw rks for each word/tag p ir. In this example, we
list the most similar networks to increase/verb and increase/noun.
3.3.1 Model Description of Word2Net
We now formalize the definition of the word networks. Then we describe word2net and
how to train the word networks in an unsupervised manner. Finally, we introduce parameter
sharing across the word networks, which allows us to incorporate side information, such as
pos tags, into the task of learning distributed representations.
Word networks. In word2net, each word is represented by a function, parameterized by
a feed-forward neural network f . I ˇv/ for each term v in the vocabulary. The parameters
ˇv capture the semantic properties of that term. We refer to the per-term neural networks as
word networks.
Each word network maps a K-dimensional input to a scalar output. We study word
networks with 3 layers and tanh./ nonlinearities; thus the parameters ˇv are the weights of
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each layer, ˇv D fˇ.1/v ; ˇ.2/v ; ˇ.3/v g. For an input I , the word network f . I ˇv/ outputs









The two hidden layers have dimensionsH1 andH2, so the dimensions of the weights are
ˇ
.1/
v 2 RKH1 , ˇ.2/v 2 RH1H2 , and ˇ.3/v 2 RH2 .
Word2net model. Word2net is a model of text. The text is a sequence of N words with
V distinct vocabulary terms. At each position i in the text, we observe a V -dimensional
one-hot vector xi that indicates which word is at that position. That is, each xi has exactly
one nonzero entry xiv.
Word2net models the conditional probability of each binary entry xiv. The model has
two types of parameters. For each vocabulary term v, it has a word network f . I ˇv/ and a
context vector ˛v 2 RK .
Like b-emb word2net posits a conditional model of words given their context. The
context of a given target word is defined as the words in a fixed-size window surrounding the
target word. Formally, for location i , let the context ci be the indices of the words before and
after word i . Word2net forms a latent representation of each context ci by combining the
context vectors ˛w of words in the context. The representation †i of the context at position
i is the sum of the words surrounding the target words as defined in Equation (1.1).
Given a text corpus, the word networks are trained to discriminate the contexts in which
a word appears form contexts in which a word does not appear. Word2net models each entry
xiv in the corpus as a Bernoulli random variable whose parameter depends on the word
network for the vth term and the context †i . Specifically, the log-odds are the output of the
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word network that takes the context representation †i as input,




f .†i I ˇv/

; (3.13)
where the sigmoid function .x/ D 1
1Ce x transforms the output of the word network into a
probability.
Modeling individual indicators of the text (Equation (3.13)) does not impose the constraint
that the sum over the vocabulary words
P
v p.xiv D 1 jxci /must be 1. This modeling choice
is standard in word embedding models, and it significantly alleviates the computational
complexity over multinomial models, as it allows us to use negative sampling (Mikolov et al.,
2013a; Rudolph et al., 2016).
Word2net objective. The objective of word2net is the pseudo-likelihood (Arnold,
Castillo, Sarabia, et al., 2001; Rudolph et al., 2016), which is the sum of the log conditional


















    f .†i I ˇv/!:
On the second and third line, the objective is separated into the positive entries (positive
samples) and zero entries of the text corpus (negative examples). Each location i in the text
contributes only one positive term but many (V   1) negative examples.
Word2net fits the objective in Equation (3.14) using sgd (Robbins and Monro, 1951).
In the sgd procedure, word2net aggressively subsamples the negative examples, resulting
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in a training procedure analogous to negative sampling (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Rudolph
et al., 2016). For each text position i , the set of negative samples is Si . Effectively, the last
term in Equation (3.14) sums only over the negative samples in Si rather than over all the
0 entries. Code for fitting word2net is available on Github under https://github.com/
mariru/word2net/.
pos-word2net. Word2net can use the multilayer architecture of the word networks
to incorporate meta-data about each word. As an example, we develop pos-word2net for
incorporating syntactic information, specifically part-of-speech (pos) tags.
Consider pos-tagged text (e.g., annotated by an off-the-shelf pos tagger). Each observed
word xi has a corresponding tag si 2 f0; 1gT indicating which one of the T tags is assigned
to observation i . This groups the observations into T groups.
Different occurrences of a term may be associated with different groups. One example is
fish, which can be either a noun (the animal) or a verb (trying to catch the animal). On
the one hand, both meanings are related. On the other hand, they may appear in different
contexts of other words. Ideally, embedding models should be able to capture the difference.
However, the simple approach of considering fish/noun and fish/verb as separate terms
will fail if there are too few occurrences of each individual term/tag pair. (We show this
empirically in Section 3.3.2.)
pos-word2net shares some of the word network parameters across all words with the
same pos tag. Let ˇt be the parameter associated to tag t , and let index ` 2 f1; 2; 3g denote
the layer at which the parameters are shared. To compute the probability of a word, we use
the tag-specific parameters ˇt at layer ` and the term-specific parameters ˇv at the other
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layers :`. That is, pos-word2net models the observation at position i with a neural network
that is specific to that term/tag combination,




†i I ˇ.:`/v ; ˇ.`/t

: (3.15)
Figure 3.7b illustrates parameter sharing at ` D 1.
What does parameter sharing do? For each term/tag pair, pos-word2net updates both the
parameters specific to the tag and the parameters specific to the term. For example, when
observing fish as a noun at position i , the model is updated to reflect that †i is both a
typical context for a noun and that it is a typical context for the term fish. As a result,
words share statistical strength with other observations that have either the same tag or the
same term.
General parameter sharing for word2net. pos-word2net is an example of parameter
sharing in word2net. It generalizes to any discrete side information, presuming that each
observation belongs to one of T groups.
The network parameters at a specific layer ` are shared between the word networks of
observations in the same group. When there is only one group, we force all word networks
to share parameters at one of the layers. Note this type of sharing does not require side
information.
In Section 3.3.2 we compare the performance of word2net with parameter sharing at
different layers, either sharing according to pos tags or between all networks. Parameter
sharing improves the performance of word2net.
Semantic similarity of word networks. In standard word embeddings, the default
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choice to compute semantic similarities between words is by cosine distances between the
word vectors. Since word2net replaces the word vectors with word networks, we can no
longer apply this default choice. We next describe the procedure that we use to compute
semantic similarities between word networks.
After fitting word2net, each word is represented by a neural network. Given that these
networks parameterize functions, we design a metric that accounts for the fact that two
functions are similar if they map similar inputs to similar outputs. So the intuition behind
our procedure is as follows: we consider a set of K-dimensional inputs, we evaluate the
output of each neural network on this set of inputs, and then we compare the outputs across
networks. For the inputs, we choose the V context vectors, which we stack together into a
matrix ˛ 2 RVK . We evaluate each network f ./ row-wise on ˛ (i.e., feeding each ˛v as
a K-dimensional input to obtain a scalar output), obtaining a V -dimensional summary of
where the network f ./ maps the inputs. Finally, we use the cosine distance of the outputs
to compare the outputs across networks. In summary, we obtain the similarity of two words
w and v as
dist .w; v/ D f .˛I ˇw/
>f .˛I ˇv/
jjf .˛I ˇw/jj2 jjf .˛I ˇv/jj2 : (3.16)
If we are using parameter sharing, we can also compare pos-tagged words; e.g., we may
ask how similar is fish/noun to fish/verb. The two combinations will have different
representations under the word2net method trained with pos-tag sharing. Assuming that
layer ` is the shared layer, we compute the semantic similarity between the word/tag pair
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vocabulary K p=V cs 2 cs 4 cs 8
Mikolov et al., 2013a:
skip-gram words 20 40  1:061  1:062  1:071
skip-gram tagged words 20 240  2:994  3:042  3:042
Mikolov et al., 2013a; Rudolph et al., 2016:
b-emb/cbow words 20 40  1:023  0:976  0:941
b-emb/cbow words 165 330  1:432  1:388  1:381













































































20  320  0:840  0:822  0:862
Table 3.11: Word2net outperforms existing word embedding models (skip-gram and b-
emb/cbow) in terms of test log-likelihood on the Wikipedia data, both with and without
pos tags. We compare models with the same context dimension K and the same total
number of parameters p=V for different context sizes (cs). For word2net, we study different
parameter sharing schemes, and the color coding indicates which layer is shared and how, as
in Figure 3.7. Parameter sharing improves the performance of word2net, especially with
pos tags.
Œw; t  and the pair Œv; s as





>f .˛I ˇ.:`/v ; ˇ.`/s /
jjf .˛I ˇ.:`/w ; ˇ.`/t /jj2 jjf .˛I ˇ.:`/v ; ˇ.`/s /jj2
: (3.17)
3.3.2 Empirical Study of Word2Net
In this section we study the performance of word2net on two datasets, Wikipedia articles
and Senate speeches. We show that word2net fits held-out data better than existing models
and that the learned network representations capture semantic similarities. Our results also
show that word2net is superior at incorporating syntactic information into the model, which
improves both the predictions and the quality of the word representations.
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vocabulary K p=V cs 2 cs 4 cs 8
Mikolov et al., 2013a:
skip-gram words 20 40  1:052  1:080  1:061
skip-gram tagged words 20 240  1:175  1:199  1:227
Mikolov et al., 2013a; Rudolph et al., 2016:
b-emb/cbow words 20 40  1:274  1:246  1:222
b-emb/cbow tagged words 20 240  1:352  1:340  1:339




















































20  230  1:057  1:034  1:015
Table 3.12: Comparison of the test log-likelihood across different models on the Senate
speeches. We compare models with the same context dimension K and the same total
number of parameters p=V for different context sizes (“cs”). For word2net, we explore
different parameter sharing schemes. The color coding of the parameter sharing (same as
Figure 3.7) indicates which layer is shared and how.
Data. We use word2net to study two data sets, both with and without pos tags:
Wikipedia: The text8 corpus of Wikipedia articles contains 17M words. We form
a vocabulary with the 15K most common terms, replacing less frequent terms with the
unknown token. We annotate text8 using the nltk pos tagger and the universal tagset.8
We also form a tagged dataset in which each term/tag combination has a unique token,
resulting in a vocabulary of 49K tagged terms.
Senate speeches: These are the speeches given in the U.S. Senate in the years 1916-2009.
The data is a transcript of spoken language and contains 24M words. As above, we form
a vocabulary of 15K terms. We annotate the text using the Stanford CoreNLP pos tagger
(Manning et al., 2014), and we map the tags to the universal tagset. We form a tagged dataset
with 38K tagged terms.
8See http://nltk.org.
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vocabulary K p=V cs 2 cs 4 cs 8
Mikolov et al., 2013a:
skip-gram words 100 200  1:107  1:053  1:043
skip-gram tagged words 100 1200  3:160  3:151  3:203
Mikolov et al., 2013a; Rudolph et al., 2016:
b-emb/cbow words 100 200  1:212  1:160  1:127
b-emb/cbow tagged words 100 1200  1:453  3:387  3:433




















































100  2120  0:892  0:850  0:822
Table 3.13: Comparison of the test log-likelihood across different models on the Wikipedia
dataset. We compare models with the same context dimension K and the same total number
of parameters p=V for different context sizes (“cs”). For word2net, we explore different
parameter sharing schemes. The color coding of the parameter sharing (same as Figure 3.7)
indicates which layer is shared and how.
The Senate speeches contain a lot of boilerplate repetitive language; for this reason,
we tokenize around 350 frequent phrases, such as senator from alabama or united
states, considering the entire phrase an individual vocabulary term. We apply the pos
tagger before this tokenization step, and then we assign the noun tag to all phrases.
For both datasets, we subsample the frequent words following Mikolov et al., (2013a);





t D 10 5. This subsampling step has empirically been shown to speed up training and is
standard for most embedding approaches.
Table 3.8 summarizes the information about both corpora. We split each dataset into a
training set (90% of words), a validation set (5% or words), and a test set (5% or words).
Methods. We compare word2net to its shallow counterpart, the cbow model (Mikolov
et al., 2013a), which is equivalent to b-emb (Rudolph et al., 2016), and we also compare
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to skip-gram (Mikolov et al., 2013a). With context vectors ˛v and context representations

























    >v ˛v0
1A (3.19)
We fit b-emb/cbow and skip-gram both to the untagged data and to the augmented data of
pos-tagged terms. Chapter 1 contains detailed derivations on how these objectives relate to
each other through Jensen’s inequality as well as additional details on negative sampling.
In summary, the methods we compare are:
 b-emb/cbow: Learns vector representations for each word (or tagged word) by
optimizing Equation (3.18).
 Skip-gram: Learns vector representations for each word (or tagged word) by optimizing
Equation (3.19).
 Word2net: Learns a neural network representation for each word by optimizing Equa-

































: layer ` shared between terms with the same part-of-speech (pos).
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Algorithm details. We fit word2net with the context dimensions K 2 f20; 100g. The
context dimension is also the dimension of the input layer. For K D 20, we useH1 D 10
hidden units in the first hidden layer of each word network and H2 D 10 hidden units in
the second layer. For K D 100, we use H1 D H2 D 20 hidden units. Without parameter
sharing, the number of parameters per word is K C KH1 C H1H2 C H2. The shallow
models have 2K parameters per term (the entries of the context and word vectors). Since
we want to compare models both in terms of context dimension K and in terms of total
parameters, we fit the methods with K 2 f20; 165; 100; 1260g.
We set the context sizes jci j 2 f2; 4; 8g and we train all methods using sgd (Robbins and
Monro, 1951) with jSi j D 10 negative samples on the Wikipedia data and with jSi j D 20
negative samples on the Senate speeches. Following Mikolov et al., (2013a), we draw the
negative samples from the unigram distribution raised to the power of 0:75. We use `-2
regularization, corresponding to a Gaussian prior on the parameters with standard deviation
10 for the word vectors, the context vectors, and the network weights.
For the step size, we use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with Tensorflow’s default settings
(Abadi et al., 2016) to train all methods for up to 30000 iterations, using a minibatch size of
4069 or 1024. We assess convergence by monitoring the loss on a held-out validation set
every 50 iterations, and we stop training when the average validation loss starts increasing.
We initialize and freeze the context vectors of the word2net methods with the context
vectors from a pretrained Bernoulli embedding with the same context dimensionK. Network
parameters are initialized according to standard initialization schemes of feed-forward
neural networks (Glorot and Bengio, 2010), i.e., the weights are initialized from a uniform

















Table 3.14: The word networks fitted using word2net capture semantic similarities. We
compare the top 3 similar words to several query words (shaded in gray) for cbow/b-emb
and word2net, trained on the Wikipedia dataset. The numbers in parenthesis indicate the
frequency of the query words.
me (pron)
cbow cbow pos word2net
like governor n myself pron
senator sen. from alabama n my pron
just used adj himself pron
because (sc)
cbow cbow pos word2net
but unemployed n as sc
reason annuity n that sc
that shelled v through sc
causes (n)
cbow cbow pos word2net
fatal pro adj consequences n
consequences enough adv clash n
coupled positions n handicaps n
say (v)
cbow cbow pos word2net
think time v think v
what best adj know v
just favour n answer v
Table 3.15: Word2net learns better semantic representations by exploiting syntactic infor-
mation. The top 3 similar words to several queries are listed for different models fitted to
the Senate speeches. We compare cbow trained without pos tags (left), cbow with pos
tags (center), and word2net with pos parameter sharing (right). The pos tags are noted in
orange. Parameter sharing helps word2net capture better semantic similarities, while adding
the pos information to cbow hurts its performance.
Word2net has better predictive performance. We compute the log-likelihood of
the words in the test set, logp.xiv jxci/. For skip-gram, which was trained to predict the
context words from the target, we average the context vectors ˛v for a fair comparison.9
Table 3.11 shows the results for the Wikipedia dataset. We explore different model sizes:
with the same number of parameters as word2net, and with the same dimensionalityK of the
context vectors. For word2net, we explore different parameter sharing approaches. Table 3.13





























[Huang et al., 2012]
Spearman  45% 44% 38% 66%
Table 3.16: Contextual similarities of different word2net architectures.
shows the results for other model sizes (including K D 100). In both tables, word2net
without parameter sharing performs at least as good as the shallow models. Importantly, the
performance of word2net improves with parameter sharing, and it outperforms the other
methods.
Tables 3.11 and 3.13 also show that b-emb/cbow and skip-gram perform poorly when
we incorporate pos information by considering an augmented vocabulary of tagged words.
The reason is that each term becomes less frequent, so these approaches would require more
data to capture the co-occurrence patterns of tagged words. In contrast, word2net with pos
parameter sharing provides the best predictions across all methods (including other versions
of word2net).
Finally, Table 3.12 shows the predictive performance for the U.S. Senate speeches. On
this corpus, skip-gram performs better than b-emb/cbow and word2net without parameter
sharing; however, word2net with pos sharing also provides the best predictions across all
methods.
Can pos sharing contextualize the word similarities of word2net? We study
word2net’s performance on an external word similarity task. The Stanford’s Contextual
Word Similarities (SCWS) corpus (Huang et al., 2012), contains human ratings of word
similarities in context. SCWS contains pairs of words as well as two sentences that give
the words a context. The human rating reflects how similar the meaning of the two words
are to each. Especially for ambiguous words, the sentences provided with each example
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provide context for which meaning of the word is intended. Each pair of words is additionally
associated with their pos tags. In our study of how word2net performs on this task, we
ignore the sentences, but use the pos tags to compute similarity scores for each example in
the corpus. Performance is reported in terms of the Spearman correlation coefficient which
measures how correlated the similarity scores of word2net are with the human scores.
Table 3.16 shows how well different word2net fits perform. The reported numbers are
the Spearman correlation coefficients. All three word2net fits have input dimensionK D 20,
and context size 2, and have been trained on the Senate speeches.
Word2net captures similarities and leverages syntactic information. Table 3.14
displays the similarity between word networks (trained on Wikipedia with parameter sharing
at layer ` D 1), compared to the similarities captured by word embeddings (b-emb/cbow).
For each query word, we list the three most similar terms, according to the learned represen-
tations. The word vectors are compared using cosine similarity, while the word networks are
compared using Equation (3.16). The table shows that word2net can capture latent semantics,
even for less frequent words such as parrot.
Table 3.15 shows similarities of models trained on the Senate speeches. In particular,
the table compares: b-emb/cbow without pos information, b-emb/cbow trained on the
augmented vocabulary of tagged words, and word2net with pos parameter sharing at the
input layer (` D 1). We use Equation (3.17) to compute the similarity across word networks
with pos sharing. We can see that word2net is superior at incorporating syntactic information
into the learned representations. For example, the most similar networks to the pronoun me
are other pronouns such as myself, my, and himself. Word networks are often similar
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to other word networks with the same pos tag, but we also see some variation. One such
example is in Figure 3.7c, which shows that the list of the 10 most similar words to the verb
increase contains the adjective half.
3.3.3 Discussion of Word2Net
We have presented word2net, a method for learning neural network representations of words.
The word networks are used to predict the occurrence of words in small context windows
and improve prediction accuracy over existing log-bilinear models. We combine the context
vectors additively, but this opens the door for future research directions in which we explore
other ways of combining the context information, such as accounting for the order of the
context words and their pos tags.
We have also introduced parameter sharing as a way to share statistical strength across
groups of words and we have shown empirically that it improves the performance of word2net.
Another opportunity for future work is to explore other types of parameter sharing besides
pos sharing, such as sharing layers across documents or learning a latent group structure
together with the word networks.
3.4 MayHEM: Multilingual Hierarchical Embeddings
The idea of using hierarchical priors to share information between embeddings is also useful
for multilingual embeddings. Imagine we would like to learn embeddings from multiple
languages. We have two desiderata. First, we want the language specific embeddings to
capture semantic similarities between the words in that language and we want them to be of
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high quality whether the language is resource-rich or resource-lean. Ideally, useful patterns
from the embeddings of the resource-rich languages will transfer to the other embeddings.
Second, we would like the embeddings of all the languages to be in one shared embedding
space. The shared embedding space can be useful for specific cross-lingual tasks such as
translation or for further crosslingual study of semantics.
Here we present mayhem a model that extends b-emb to text data from multiple
languages. The text data does not need to be aligned, in other words the text data for the
different languages can be from arbitrary independent sources. To model the relationship
between the languages mayhem requires a dictionary for each language that specifies the
English translation for a fraction of the vocabulary terms. (We study the sensitivity of
mayhem to the size of the dictionary in Section 3.4.2).
The survey of cross-lingual embeddings by Ruder, Vulić, and Søgaard, (2017) contains
a typology of many existing methods for embeddings from multiple languages. There are
many methods for learning bilingual embeddings, including (Mikolov, Le, and Sutskever,
2013; Faruqui and Dyer, 2014; Luong, Pham, and Manning, 2015; Smith et al., 2017).
The approach of Mikolov, Le, and Sutskever, (2013) is to separately learn embeddings
in two languages (e.g. English and Spanish) and then use a small bilingual dictionary to
learn a linear mapping that projects the two embeddings into the same space. Faruqui and
Dyer, (2014) and Smith et al., (2017) respectively use correlated component analysis (cca)
and orthogonal projections as mapping between the pretrained monolingual embeddings.
MultiCCA (Ammar et al., 2016) extends the idea around using cca to relate monolingual
embeddings to each other to multiple languages. Like mayhem, these mapping based
methods require text in each language to learn the monolingual embeddings as well as small
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dictionaries that relate the languages to each other. Unlike mayhem the embeddings in each
language are pretrained separately whereas for mayhem we will train all the embeddings
jointly and no post-hoc mapping is needed.
There are also methods that use no parallel data and no dictionaries to learn multilingual
embeddings. The models of Conneau et al., (2017) and Lample, Denoyer, and Ranzato,
(2017) rely on pretrained monolingual embeddings to have a similar topology and then
infer a dictionary that maps the two monolingual embeddings onto each other in a way that
preserves that structure. However, like the mapping based approaches (Mikolov, Le, and
Sutskever, 2013; Faruqui and Dyer, 2014; Ammar et al., 2016) the embeddings are pretrained
separately from each other and so there is no hope that the embeddings of low-resource
languages can levarage any structural information from the embeddings of a resource-rich
language such as English.
Luong, Pham, and Manning, (2015) jointly train bilingual embeddings on parallel
corpora (i.e. sentences that are known to be translations of each other) that have been aligned
(Dyer, Chahuneau, and Smith, 2013). Both embeddings come from an augmented skipgram
objective (Mikolov et al., 2013b) which encourages the embeddings to be predictive both
of the surrounding context and of the context surrounding the corresponding word in the
aligned translation.
While mayhem also learns the multilingual embeddings jointly, it does not require
parallel data and hence can handle more than two languages. Instead it uses ideas from
hierarchical embedding models (Section 3.2) to leverage unrelated texts in different languages
and the weak supervision of small dictionaries. The text in each language can be seen as its
own group and the dictionaries are used to define a hierarchical prior which both grounds all
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the languages in one joint embedding space and manages how information is shared between
the languages. The model is presented in Section 3.4.1 and in Section 3.4.2 we study the
performance of mayhem.
3.4.1 Model Description of MayHEM
mayhem is a model for learning multilingual embeddings. As input, it requires text data
in different languages. These texts do not necessarily need to be translations of each other.
Instead, the method requires a dictionary for each language, that specifies how a subset of
the vocabulary translates to another language. mayhem processes the text data and the
dictionaries and produces word embeddings for each of the languages in one joint embedding
space. mayhem is a probabilistic model of the multilingual text. The latent variables of the
model are the word embeddings. Key to the success of mayhem is that the embeddings
in the different languages share statistical information through hierarchical priors that are
defined using the dictionaries.
In this section, we first formalise the format of the input text data and dictionaries, as
well as the desired output – multilingual word embeddings. We then develop mayhem, an
extension of b-emb for learning multilingual embeddings from such data. After describing
how to fit mayhem, we present an empirical study of its multilingual embeddings in
Section 3.4.2.
Input data: We assume we have L text corpora X .1/;    ; X .L/, each in a different
language. Each language `, has its own vocabulary V .`/, truncated to the V D jV .`/j most
frequent words. While each corpus is truncated to the same vocabulary size V , the lengths
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in terms of number of words N .`/ can differ from language to language. For English, the
text contains millions of words, while for low-resource languages such as Latin, we have
much fewer words.
Each text is encoded as binary matrixX .`/ 2 f0; 1gN .`/V , with the entries x.`/iv indicating
whether vocabulary term v is at position i . Text is a sequence of words with exactly one
term at each position. Hence the matrix rows are constrained to sum to one (i.e. for all text
positions 1  i  N .`/,Pv x.`/iv D 1).
For each language, we also have a partial English dictionaryD .`/ which maps a subset of
the terms in the vocabulary S .`/  V .`/ to their English translation 10. The subset as well as
its size differs from language to language. Specifically, for each term v 2 S .`/, the dictionary
return a list of English translations,D .`/.v/. In the dictionaries we work with, a word has
typically one translation, but many words also have two or three English translations.
Multilingual word embeddings: The goal of mayhem is to process such data and learn
a set of word embeddings for each language. We would like the multilingual embeddings
to live in the same space such that cosine similarities reflect both semantic similarities
between words in the same language and across different languages. For each language,
each vocabulary term v 2 V .`/ is associated with two types of vectors. An embedding
vector .`/v 2 RK , and a context vector ˛.`/v 2 RK . These parameters are combined in the
conditional co-occurrence probabilities of the words.
Model: mayhem is an extension of b-emb (Chapter 1). Each observation x.`/iv is
modeled conditionally on the words that appear before it and after in a context window of
10Assuming that all words have an English translation simplifies the notation, but mayhem can also be
trained with other types of dictionaries.
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fixed size, typically between 2 and 10 words. Let ci be the indices of the words before and
after position i in the text and let x.`/ci denote the context words.
In mayhem, the conditional probability of the target word given its context is parameter-
ized via a linear combination of the embedding vector and the context vectors,
p.x
.`/












Here, .x/ D 1
1Ce x is again the sigmoid function, and we have introduced the notation
†
.`/
i for the sum of the context vectors at location i .
The different languages share statistical information through a regularization scheme on
the embeddings that resembles hierarchical modeling in Bayesian statistics (Gelman et al.,
2003). We introduce an additional set of parameters .0/v 2 RK , and ˛.0/v 2 RK for each
word in the English vocabulary v 2 V .english/.
The dictionaries define the structure of the prior. For each language `, for each term
v 2 S .`/ and its translation w D D .`/.v/, the model assumes
.`/v  N ..0/w ;  1I/ (3.21)
˛.`/v  N .˛.0/w ;  1I/: (3.22)
As an example, consider the German word ei which translates to egg. Equation (3.21)
stipulates that the prior of the German embedding for ei is centered at the prior parameter
associated with egg. When a word has multiple translations (e.g. the German word um-
frage translates to both poll and survey), we instead set the prior mean to the average of
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the parameter vectors associated with the different translations 11.
Fitting the model: Since the model is conditionally specified, we learn the embeddings
from the data by optimizing a regularized pseudo-likelihood (Arnold, Castillo, Sarabia,
et al., 2001; Rudolph et al., 2016). The regularized pseudo-likelihood is the sum of the log








logp.x.`/iv jx.`/ci /CLprior: (3.23)








jj˛.`/v   ˛.0/w jj2  

2
jj˛.`/v   ˛.0/w jj2; (3.24)
where w D D .`/.v/. This regularization scheme encourages words which are known to
be translations of each other to be close in the joint embedding space. The regularization
parameter  determines the strength of how much the log prior competes with the likelihood
term in Equation (3.23).
Some words, even though they are translations of each other can be used very differently
in different languages for various reasons. For example, a grammatical rule might prevent
two words from ever co-occurring in one language, while in another language with a different
grammar, the words co-occur frequently. Other reasons for the embeddings of a word to
differ between languages could be cultural. Consider the word food, and its translation into
11Another possibility would be to pick the more frequent translation for the prior parameter or to reweight
the averages by the word frequencies. In the dictionaries we worked with, most words had a single translation,
so we expect the effect of these design decisions to be negligible. Comparing them is kept for future work.
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the different languages. While in principle it refers to the same thing, namely “nutritious
sustenance that people or animals eat or drink”, food culture (i.e. what people eat, when and
why) varies drastically around the globe and so it is natural to assume that the contexts in
which the word food will occur in different languages will vary.
The hierarchical prior let’s the data determine whether the different multilingual embed-
dings of food should be close to their prior or whether the data supports some variation.
We implement mayhem in Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2016) and the objective Equa-
tion (3.23) is optimized using stochastic gradients (Robbins and Monro, 1951) with adaptive
gradients (Adam) (Kingma and Ba, 2015). To draw a minibatch to estimate the gradient
at each gradient step, we draw an equal amount of consecutive text from every language.
We obtain further speed-ups by negative sampling (Mikolov et al., 2013a), which biases the
gradient estimates. It aggressively subsamples terms of the gradients which correspond to
likelihood terms of zero data without rescaling their contribution.
3.4.2 Empirical Study of MayHEM
We study the multilingual embeddings learned by mayhem. After a description of the data
sources and how the data is preprocessed, we address a number of experimental questions.
Do the low-resource languages benefit from being trained jointly with the other languages?
How does mayhem compare to existing methods such as multiCCA in terms of translation
accuracy? How sensitive is mayhem to the size and quality of the dictionaries?
The quantitative evaluation is broken down into two parts. Part 1 assesses the model
fitness of mayhem under different experimental conditions. Model fitness is evaluated
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in terms of log-likelihood of held-out texts. The second part of our quantitative study
investigates the translation quality of embeddings learned by mayhem. How well does it
reflect the dictionary relations it has been trained on and what happens when parts of the
dictionary are held-out? We also compare its translation accuracy to multiCCA (Ammar
et al., 2016). Finally, we present qualitative results and show that mayhem successfully
captures semantic similarities across languages.
Multilingual data and data preprocessing. We study mayhem on a set of text
corpora in different languages. We investigate the performance of mayhem by training it
on language-pairs as well as larger sets of languages (10 and 59). For the language pairs,
English is always one of the languages and we pair it with 9 different other languages. The
corpora come from Ammar et al., (2016), and are a combination of the Leipzig Corpora
Collection (Goldhahn, Eckart, and Quasthoff, 2012), and (for 12 of the languages) includes
also Europarl (Koehn, 2005). Even though Europarl are parallel corpora, mayhem ignores
this information. In principal, it can be trained on any monolingual corpus, as long as
a dictionary is available for parts of the vocabulary. With an empty dictionary, mayhem
reduces to fitting standard word embeddings without alignment between the languages.
Each of the collections is tokenized, and we restrict each language to its V D 15K most
frequent tokens. The dictionaries between any two languages are then restricted to include
only pairs where both words are still included the resulting vocabulary. We subsample the
frequent words following Mikolov et al., (2013a); i.e., each word xi in the training set is





denotes the frequency of word xi , and t D 10 5. We split the monolingual data into training
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vocabulary dictionary single bilingual 10-languages 10-l-d-75 10-l-d-50
en 15K -1.20 -1.24 -1.24 -1.23
af 15K 8326 -1.37 -1.32 -1.34 -1.34 -1.34
de 15K 7022 -1.26 -1.26 -1.26 -1.26 -1.25
es 15K 8297 -1.24 -1.23 -1.23 -1.23 -1.23
fr 15K 8618 -1.28 -1.27 -1.24 -1.25 -1.26
ka 15K 5649 -2.58 -2.56 -2.17 -2.28 -2.38
la 15K 2681 -5.80 -6.92 -7.07 -7.00 -7.00
ne 15K 6136 -2.14 -1.93 -1.88 -1.94 -2.01
zh 15K 9225 -1.20 -1.20 -1.20 -1.22 -1.21
zu 15K 3831 -5.92 -5.16 -5.50 -5.33 -5.54
Table 3.17: The model fitness of mayhem increases as more languages are added.
dict 100% dict 75% dict 50%
K dict prec @1 prec @10 prec @1 prec @10 prec @1 prec @10
mayhem 100 100% 91.78% 99.00%
mayhem 100 75% 35.98% 51.22%
mayhem 100 50% 28.77% 44.70%
multiCCA 40 100% 28.15% 49.71% 44.83% 65.94% 46.47% 66.78%
multiCCA 512 100% 48.97% 65.16% 58.36% 76.14% 52.52% 71.92%
Table 3.18: Translation quality of mayhem and multiCCA. mayhem captures its training
dictionary (dict 100%) almost perfectly, while its translation accuracy decays as larger
parts of the dictionary are held out. For reference, we include the translation accuracy of
multiCCA. In the main text we discuss why the results are difficult to compare.
(80%), validation (10%), and test (10%) sets. We use 20 negative samples.
Since one of our objectives is to understand if there is an advantage from including as
many languages as possible, we experiment with different language sets (of different size).
ml-59: The multilingual-59 (ml-59) version of the dataset contains all 59 languages of
the empirical study of (Ammar et al., 2016).
ml-10: This version contains a subset of the languages of ml-59 including English,
German, Spanish, French, Afrikaans, Georgian, Latin, Nepalese, Chinese, and Zulu.
bl: We also run mayhem on 11 bilingual (bl) language pairs. English is always included
as one of the languages and the second language is one of the other ml-12 languages.
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(a) mayhem embeddings of people and ethnic minorities in the Middle East.
(b) zoom in on (a) on translations of turkish. (c) zoom in on (a) on translations of ethnic.
Figure 3.8: mayhem captures semantic similarities between words in different languages.
Evaluation Metrics We evaluate mayhem on two quantitative metrics, model fitness
measured in held-out likelihood, as well as translation accuracy on held-out dictionaries.
Held-out log likelihood: For each fit, we compute the test pseudo log-likelihood (Equa-
tion (3.20)) of the text that has been held out for each language. For each test entry, a better
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model will assign higher probability to the observed words, and lower probability to the
negative samples.
Translation: Given a dictionary, the translation quality of a fit is evaluated by finding
the nearest English neighbours for each foreign word in the dictionary and measuring the
precision and the precision at 10 of the translations. For each foreign word, the English
translation candidates are the English words whose embedding is closest to the embedding
of the foreign word in terms of cosine similarity.
Predictive performance of mayhem. In Table 3.17 is an assessment of mayhem’s
model fitness under different experimental conditions. The columns "single", "bilingual",
and "10-languages" compare how much the embeddings benefit from being trained jointly.
For "single", the languages are trained individually12, "bilingual" means each language
is trained together with English (using a bilingual mayhem), and "10-languages" are the
results of training the 10 languages together. For some of the languages such as German
(de), it makes almost no difference whether the embeddings are trained in isolation or not.
For other languages, such as Latin (la), the held-out predictions get worse as more languages
are added. For Georgian (ka) and Nepalese (ne), held-out predictions improve.
We also study the effect of using a smaller dictionary during training. The columns
"10-l-d-75" and "10-l-d-50", are also mayhem fits using 10 languages but using smaller dic-
tionaries. Compared to the dictionaries used to define the prior for mayhem "10-languages",
they respectively only use 75% and 50% of the dictionary associations. In terms of held-out
likelihood mayhem does not seem too sensitive to the size of the dictionary, probably
12in the monolingual case mayhem reduces to training a b-emb (Chapter 1).
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because the monolingual fits ("single") are not too bad individually under this metric.
Translation accuracy of mayhem. In Table 3.18 we asses the translation quality of
mayhem and we try to compare it to multiCCA. Here, too we study the effect of holding
out part of the dictionary. Most importantly, when holding out a chunk of the dictionary (e.g.
75%), then we obtain a held-out dictionary containing 25% of the original dictionary which
we can use as a more challenging evaluation task. mayhem captures the dictionary it was
trained on almost perfectly (columns “dict 100%”). However, the precision decreases as only
a subset of the dictionaries are used during training and mayhem has to produce translations
for held-out dictionaries. For comparison, we also include the translation accuracy of
multiCCA. Unfortunately, it is difficult to draw any comparisons between mayhem and
mutliCCA from this study. We do not have multiCCA fits where parts of the dictionary
have been held-out, and so it is important to note that the results in the “dict 75%” and “dict
50%” columns for mayhem and multiCCA can not be compared directly. For mayhem the
evaluation is on held-out dictionaries while for multiCCA the evaluation pairs are part of
the dictionary it was trained on. Another discrepancy is the number of dimensions. We can
see for multiCCA that when the number of hidden dimensions increases from K D 40 to
K D 512, its translation performance improves. This gives hope that mayhem will also
benefit from training it with higher dimensions (but we defer it to future work).
Multilingual Semantic Similarities. We conclude the empirical study of mayhem
with a qualitative analysis of its multilingual embeddings. Figure 3.8 shows embeddings
learned by mayhem in the vicinity of the English word kurds. We can see that the
embeddings do not necessarily cluster by language but instead capture cross lingual semantic
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similarities. The embeddings in Figure 3.8 (a) are multilingual references to people and
ethnic minorities in Eastern Europe and the Middle East. By zooming in on two clusters, we
can see in Figure 3.8 (b) and (c), that the translations of a word (for example turkish and
ethnic) gather together very closely in the embedding space.
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Conclusion
We have presented exponential family embeddings (ef-embs), a class of models for learning
distributed representations from high dimensional data. Depending on the type of data
and the application, the hope is that these representations capture semantically meaningful
similarities. A model from the ef-emb model class has three ingredients; a context which
determines the conditioning set for each observation, a conditional distribution from the
exponential family, and the embedding parameters as latent variables.
In Chapter 1, we first introduced these ideas for text and showed how the Bernoulli
embedding (b-emb) gives a new perspective on existing methods for word embeddings.
Negative sampling (Mikolov et al., 2013a) can be understood as a biased stochastic gradient
procedure on the pseudo-likelihood of a b-emb, which models word probabilities without ac-
counting for the fact that there is only one word at each position in a sentence. This modeling
choice is essential for scaling embedding methods to large data and large vocabularies.
In Chapter 2, we developed ef-embs for applications beyond text and showed how to
learn embeddings of zebrafish neurons, grocery items, and movies that capture interesting
semantic structure. Our empirical study has demonstrated that for these applications an
ef-emb can reconstruct held-out data better than matrix factorization-based approaches.
Treating the embeddings as latent variables of a probabilistic model, lets us use priors to
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impose structure and domain knowledge on the embeddings. We highlight in Chapter 3 the
potential of this modeling approach by developing various extensions of ef-embs. What
all the extensions of Chapter 3 have in common is that they model text that has additional
information such as year, origin of the speaker, syntactic annotations, or the language of the
text. The goal is to have the embeddings be adaptive to the different conditions.
We do not want to simply train a separate embedding for each of those conditions for two
reasons. First, separately trained embeddings are not grounded in the same space and hard
to compare. The embeddings need to be post-processed with ad-hoc embedding alignement
techniques to make it possible to interpret differences in word meaning between the groups.
Second, we need to carefully think whether each group has enough data to train a separate
embedding for each term. The methods we develop address both of these concerns. The
embeddings are trained in one joint space, and we develop ways to help share statistical
information between the embeddings associated with the different conditions.
With each extension of ef-emb presented in Chapter 3, we provide a different way
to share information between the embeddings. For dynamic embeddings (Section 3.1)
information is shared between consecutive time slices via a Gaussian random walk prior
while for hierarchical embeddings a hierarchical prior manages how information is shared
between all groups (Section 3.2). For multilingual hierarchical embeddings (mayhem)
(Section 3.4), a different kind of hierarchical embedding model, the hierarchical prior
manages how statistical strength is shared between different translations of the same word.
In addition to Bayesian modeling with priors, we also explore how neural networks can help
make embeddings adaptive to different conditions.
The amortized embedding model trains a global embedding for each word, as well as
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a neural network for each group that models how the embeddings for that group should
differ from the global embeddings. In comparison to the hierarchical embedding model for
grouped data, the amortized model has less parameters while still having the flexibility to
capture how word meaning varies between groups. The group-specific embeddings are not
latent variables of the model that are stored and retrieved. Instead, we can use the global
embedding in combination with the right neural network, to reconstruct the group-specific
embedding each time it is needed.
With a fixed number of groups, either the hierarchical or amortized modeling approach
can be used. But what if we are interested in capturing variation in group meaning across a
possibly infinite continuum of conditions? A hierarchical embedding model can not possibly
maintain infinitely many embeddings, while the amortized approach is promising. We need
a way to construct the embedding for each situation. Rather than having a separate neural
network for each group, one could train a neural network which takes as input both the global
embedding, as well as additional features of a situation, and produce embeddings adapted to
the situation described by these features. Developing such a condition-specific embedding
model is a potential avenue for future work.
We also explored the representational capacity of neural networks in word2net (Sec-
tion 3.3). Here each word is represented by a neural network. We show, that the word
networks also provide an interesting way to incorporate side information, such as syntax,
namely by sharing weight layers between word networks with the same part-of-speech (pos)
tag. Again, it might be worth exploring the following alternative. What if instead there
is a global embedding for each word as well as a feature for each pos tag, and then one
single neural network that takes these two as input and produces the syntactic embedding
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for each term? Much remains to be explored in how neural networks can help model the
relationship between latent variables (in our case between embeddings) without sacrificing
the interpretability of the model.
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